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ABSTRACT

Novel Mechanisms for Regulating Polyphosphate Metabolism in

*Saccharomyces cerevisiae.* (May 2004)

Daniel Wilhelm Neef, B.S., Valparaiso University

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Michael Kladde

To ensure a continuous supply of phosphate, living organisms have devised complex mechanisms to regulate the uptake and subsequent utilization of this essential nutrient. An important aspect of phosphate metabolism is the storage of excess phosphate as the polymer, polyphosphate. Despite the importance of this polymer to all living organisms, much needs to be learned about its synthesis, storage, or utilization. Furthermore, little is known about the regulatory mechanisms that determine when polyphosphate synthesis or degradation is appropriate. Our work has shown that polyphosphate is a dynamic molecule whose levels fluctuate during the cell cycle. Polyphosphate levels are high in G1, and subsequently drop as the cell uses free phosphate during cell division. Mitotic induction of phosphate regulatory genes, including the acid phosphatase gene *PHO5*, replenishes polyphosphate levels late in the mitosis. Furthermore, we have shown that Mcm1 and Fkh1, two cell cycle dependent transcriptional activators, contribute to mitotic activation of *PHO5*. In addition, we have elucidated the importance of regulating polyphosphate synthesis. Strains lacking the cyclin Pho80 have increased expression of the polyphosphate synthase genes, *PHM1-4*, and thus have highly elevated polyphosphate levels. Hyperaccumulation of polyphosphate results in severe growth
defects on medium containing high levels of sorbitol, presumably through the polyphosphate-dependent overacidification of the vacuole.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Scope
The primary scope of this dissertation is to discuss novel mechanisms of regulating the poorly understood process of polyphosphate metabolism in the model organism *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. It will present evidence that polyphosphate levels fluctuate during the cell cycle and how these fluctuations affect the expression of phosphate-responsive genes. Furthermore, evidence will be presented showing that cell cycle-dependent transcription factors are employed to maximize the induction of a subset of these phosphate-responsive genes. Finally the dissertation will show the importance of maintaining proper regulation of polyphosphate metabolism.

Significance

**Phosphate metabolism.** Inorganic phosphate (P$_i$) is an integral component of most cellular functions, making it an essential nutrient to all organisms. It plays important roles in the generation of such macromolecules as DNA, RNA and certain lipids. Due to its essential nature, all organisms are equipped with complex systems that ensure adequate supplies of P$_i$ under virtually any condition. If P$_i$ becomes limiting, cells will respond by producing proteins specialized in acquiring more P$_i$ (76). Alternatively, if P$_i$ is in excess, P$_i$ will be stored as a polyphosphate (polyP) polymer, so as to not waste the essential nutrient (66). The appropriate execution of P$_i$ acquisition or P$_i$ storage is essential for survival under P$_i$-limiting conditions (140). Significant advances in this dissertation follow the style of Molecular and Cellular Biology.
understanding how cells acquire $P_i$ have been made through the use of model organisms, like *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (14) and *Neurospora crassa* (84, 85, 156). Utilizing the knowledge gained from microorganisms, similar $P_i$ acquisition systems were found in higher eukaryotic species like plants and mammals (20, 75, 114, 121, 130). Unfortunately, little is known about the mechanisms involved in how $P_i$ is stored as polyP in eukaryotic species. Our work will begin to shed light on these mechanisms, utilizing *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* as a model system with hopes that mechanistic insights will extend to higher eukaryotes.

**Phosphate and plants.** While storage of essential molecules, like $P_i$, is important for all organisms, it may be especially important for plants. Continuous $P_i$ supplies are essential for maintaining processes like photosynthesis which are highly susceptible to small fluctuations in $P_i$ concentration (152). Since most soils are limiting for $P_i$ (93, 127), cellular polyP may be required to maintain adequate levels of $P_i$, essential for continued growth. Fertilizers containing high levels of $P_i$ are often applied to supplement $P_i$-limiting soil. Since these additives often contain excess $P_i$, run-off can cause high levels of contamination in surrounding lakes and rivers. To avoid the use of high-$P_i$ fertilizers, many researchers are bioengineering crops with novel mechanisms to more efficiently import and retain $P_i$ (12).

Like the *Arabidopsis thaliana* $P_i$-transporter, Pho1, many of the enzymes involved in plant $P_i$ metabolism are similar to those of yeast. It is therefore likely that plant enzymes involved in polyP metabolism will be similar to the corresponding yeast enzymes (Fig. 1-1). Incorporation of yeast $P_i$ transporters and/or polyP synthases into
plants could potentially lead to higher uptake and more efficient storage of \( P_i \), potentially reducing the need to apply fertilizers.

**Phosphate and mammals.** Understanding \( P_i \) metabolism is similarly important in mammalian species. The loss of \( P_i \) homeostasis in humans is known as either hyper- or hypophosphatemia and can result in serious physical ailments such as weakness in smooth muscle tissue, impaired neurological function, and reduced respiratory rate (10, 31). Furthermore, the loss of \( P_i \) homeostasis contributes to chronic renal disease that may ultimately require kidney transplantation (31). Maintaining \( P_i \) homeostasis in mammals is in large part achieved through a high-affinity Na-\( P_i \) co-transporter (\( NPT2 \)) (94). While yeast also has a Na-\( P_i \) co-transporter (Pho89), no significant similarities exist between the yeast and mammalian transporter (data not shown). However, the receptors for gibbon ape leukemia (GLVR1) and murine leukemia virus (GLVR2) were shown to be \( P_i \) transporters homologous to those of several fungal species, including the low-affinity \( P_i \) transporters of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (Pho87 and Pho90) (18, 56). This relationship has been extended to the xenotropic and polytropic retrovirus receptor (Xpr1) of humans (8), which is also predicted to be a \( P_i \) transporter (Fig. 1-1).

More specifically, significant homology exists in a region termed the SPX (Syg1, Pho81, Xpr1) domain, located in the N terminus of the protein. Though their function is unknown, four highly conserved residues (Phe3, Leu7, Tyr22, and Lys26) form the basis of this domain (Fig. 1-1). A second homologous region of unknown function exists in the middle of the protein (Fig. 1-1). Surprisingly, recent evidence has shown that
proteins required for polyP synthesis in *S. cerevisiae* (Phm1, Phm2, Phm3) also have this domain (Fig. 1-1) (110).

![Sequence alignment](image)

**FIG. 1-1.** Sequence alignment of various SPX-containing proteins. (A) Relative position of the two regions of highest sequence homology within all seven proteins. (B) Sequence alignment of various proteins. Completely conserved residues are in green, while partially conserved residues are in yellow. Sc., *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, Hs., *Homo sapiens*, At., *Arabidopsis thaliana*.

Since evidence from *S. cerevisiae* has shown that strains deficient in polyP synthesis are partly defective in $P_i$ import (110), it is possible that polyP will play a significant role in the import of $P_i$ and possibly leukemia virus infection in mammalian cells. Finally, recent evidence has suggested that in human cells polyP is thought to
activate the target of rapamycin (TOR), a protein that is up-regulated in a variety of tumors (160).

**Polyphosphate and prokaryotes.** Most of the research on polyP has been done in prokaryotic species. A detailed review of these findings was written by Arthur Kornberg in 1999 and should be referred to for more detailed information (66). In short, polyP has important functions in the stress survival of prokaryotic species. During stationary phase, *E. coli* elevate guanosine nucleotides levels thereby inducing expression of *rpoS*. *rpoS* codes for the $\sigma^{38}$ subunit of RNA polymerase, which in turn induces expression of over 50 genes required for survival of stationary phase. In strains deleted for *ppk1*, hence lacking polyP, many of these genes are not expressed and consequently only 7% of population survives in comparison to nearly 100% of wild-type cells (66). These cells are also 10- to 100-fold more sensitive to a variety of stresses including heat, $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$, high salt, and UV-radiation (66). While it is not yet clear what the basis for this phenomenon are, it has been suggested that Ppk1 can serve as nucleoside diphosphate kinase, utilizing polyP as a substrate for generating guanosine nucleotides (66). It is possible that the loss of Ppk1 results in reduced levels of guanosine nucleotides, and consequently in reduced expression of *rpoS*. Though their function is unclear, large amounts of polyP accumulate in response to some stresses, like osmotic shock and nitrogen starvation. However, this stress-dependent accumulation, is not universal, as it does not occur during temperature, pH, and oxidative stress (66). In response to amino acid starvation, polyP has been shown to stimulate the ATP-dependent Lon protease to degrade the S2,
L9, and L13 ribosomal proteins. It is proposed that the polyP-dependent degradation of these proteins will supply the lacking amino acids to other cellular functions (71).

In *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* loss of *ppk1* renders cells unable to form a biofilm and defective in the production of the virulence factors elastase and rhamnolipid that are synthesized during stationary phase. In mice, the virulence of strains lacking *ppk1* is greatly reduced with severe defects in the colonization of tissues (128, 129).

In *V. cholerae* the loss of *ppk1* results in diminished adaptation to high calcium levels as well as reduced motility (112). In *Shigella flexneri* and *Salmonella enterica*, loss of *ppk1* results in a defective response to stress and starvation and sensitivity to polymyxin, acid, and heat (59). It is unclear if polyP has similar functions in eukaryotic species as it is not required for survival of osmotic stress in yeast, and its loss does not result in significant growth defects (110).

**Background**

**Polyphosphate.** A brief overview of polyP metabolism will be given below. It is important to note that our knowledge of the mechanism involved in synthesizing and regulating polyP in eukaryotes is sketchy at best. While significantly more information is known about polyP synthesis and degradation in prokaryotes than eukaryotes, this review will focus on the latter. PolyP consists of individual orthophosphate residues covalently attached to one another by high energy phosphoanhydride bonds. These chains can range from as short as 3 residues to as long as 700 residues. Budding yeast has a much higher concentration of polyP (120 mM) than *E. coli* (0.1-50 mM) or animal
cells (12-89 µM) (66). In yeast, virtually all of the cellular P\textsubscript{i} is stored in the vacuole in the form of polyP (39) and may represent as much as 10%-20% of the cells dry weight (66, 150). The major genes for generating polyP in \textit{E. coli} are two polyP kinases (ppk\textsubscript{1} and ppk\textsubscript{2}). These enzymes respectively catalyze the transfer of the terminal phosphate from ATP or GTP to a preexisting polyP chain as well as the reverse reaction (66). No such enzymes have yet been found in a eukaryotic organism, suggesting a potentially different mechanism of polyP synthesis.

Research exploring what genes are induced during P\textsubscript{i} starvation has shed light on a possible polyP synthesis mechanism (110). Several genes, named \textit{PHM1-4}, induced in response to P\textsubscript{i} starvation, were found to be essential for polyP synthesis (110). Interestingly, these genes had little to no similarity to the polyP kinases found in prokaryotic cells, supporting the idea that eukaryotic polyP synthesis is mechanistically different. Phm\textsubscript{1-4} form a biological complex that is localized to the vacuolar membrane (96). Phm3 and Phm4 are essential for both polyP synthesis and PHM complex stability (96, 110). Phm1 and Phm2 are likely to have redundant functions, as loss of either does not affect polyP synthesis nor complex stability, yet the loss of both confers a phenotype that is similar to loss of function of \textit{PHM3} or \textit{PHM4} (110). Phm1 and Phm2 are homologous proteins, sharing 56% identity, and are thought to contain short transmembrane domains which are inserted into the vacuolar membrane (Fig. 1-2). The remaining portion of both proteins form large, hydrophilic domains localized to the cytoplasm (Fig. 1-2) (97). Phm4 is a 129-amino acid protein, consisting entirely of one transmembrane domain, which is surprisingly homologous (32% identity) to the
FIG. 1-2. The Phm/Vtc proteins of *S. cerevisiae*. (A) The homology between Phm1, Phm2, Phm3, and Phm4. Dashed lines indicate the regions of highest homology. Grey and white boxes represent homologous and non-homologous regions, respectively, and their identities to the Phm1 sequence are indicated by percentage. The SPX- and transmembrane-domains are indicated above the Phm1 box. (B) Predicted structures of Phm1, Phm2, Phm3, and Phm4 (104).
transmembrane domain of Phm1 and Phm2 (Fig. 1-2). Phm3 is a purely cytosolic protein, sharing 33% identity with the cytosolic domain of Phm1 and Phm2 (Fig. 1-2). Despite lacking a transmembrane domain, Phm3 remains constitutively associated with the vacuolar membrane, presumably due to tight interactions with Phm4 (110).

Strong interactions have been shown between Phm3, Phm4, and Vph1, an important subunit of the vacuolar-H\(^+\)-ATPase (V-ATPase) (97). It has been hypothesized that the PHM complex is involved in either activating or stabilizing the V-ATPase as loss of either Phm3 or Phm4 results in approximately 80% reduction in vacuolar acidification (23, 104). Phm3 and Phm4 have also been shown to be important for vacuolar fusion, most likely through their tight interaction with the v-SNARE component Nyv1 (96). Since vacuolar acidification and the V-ATPase are also important for vacuolar fusion, it is unclear if their roles are direct or indirect.

While only little is known about how polyP is synthesized in eukaryotic cells, more is known about polyP degradation. Like \textit{E. coli} and other prokaryotes, yeast cells express one or more exopolyphosphatases (\textit{e.g.} Ppx1), which hydrolyze polyP chains at their termini (163). Ppx1, which is expressed constitutively, is localized to the cytoplasm. Deletion of \textit{PPX1} elevates cellular polyP by approximately 3-fold, but causes no defects in growth. Unlike prokaryotes, budding yeast contains an additional enzyme to hydrolyze polyP. Ppn1, an endopolyphosphatase, hydrolyzes polyP chains internally to produce multiple smaller chains (137). Expression of \textit{PPN1} is not constitutive, but is rather controlled through Pho4 and P\(_i\) levels. Evidence has shown that Ppn1 hydrolyzes polyP chains preferentially as 3- or 60-mers. While the exact
function of these chain lengths is unknown, the loss of *PPN1* results in extremely long polyP chains, but does not increase the overall mass of polyP. Surprisingly, deletion of *PPN1* results in significant growth defects. Ppn1, like the PHM complex, is localized to the vacuole and has recently become a popular marker for studying vacuolar targeting (131). It is unclear what the direct relationship between Ppx1 and Ppn1 is, though the loss of both proteins has a synergistic effect and results in 8-fold more polyP. An important biological question that remains unanswered is how polyP is transferred from the vacuole to the cytoplasm for exopolyphosphatase-dependent hydrolysis.

**Low phosphate induction of PHO5.** As this dissertation addresses the relationships between polyP and the transcription of Pi-responsive genes (see Chapters 2 and 3) in the context of chromatin and the cell cycle, background on these and other relevant topics will be provided below. In *S. cerevisiae*, regulation of Pi homeostasis is achieved by controlling the transcription of genes important for Pi metabolism. This transcriptional control is conferred by the Pi or “PHO” system. A schematic representation of the PHO regulatory system is shown in Figure 1-3.

The helix-loop-helix transcription factor Pho4 is inactivated through phosphorylation by the cyclin/cyclin-dependent kinase complex Pho80/Pho85 under high Pi conditions. As a result, Pho4 is exported to the cytoplasm (57). Pi starvation initiates a signal transduction cascade in which the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor (CKI) Pho81 is activated and inhibits the ability of Pho80/Pho85 to phosphorylate Pho4 (135), thereby resulting in Pho4 activation and nuclear import via the nuclear importer.
FIG. 1-3. The PHO regulatory system of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. Ovals represent proteins while rectangles represent genes. The thick lines represent signals being transduced to a downstream target, while the dashed lines represent the absence of signals.
Psel (109). Activation of Pho4 is achieved by the loss of phosphorylation at five
different positions, each site controlling different aspects of its regulation (57, 64).
Similarly, deletion of \textit{PHO85} and/or \textit{PHO80} enables Pho4 to be active and localize to
the nucleus (109). In the nucleus, Pho4 can form a heterodimer with Pho2, a
constitutively nuclear homeodomain protein (138) required to activate \textit{PHO5} (139, 159).
Heterodimerization allows for binding to the promoters of over 20 genes in the PHO
regulatory pathway, thereby leading to their expression (6, 110, 111). Among these
genes are those encoding various acid phosphatases (\textit{PHO3, PHO5, PHO11,} and
\textit{PHO12}) that are secreted to the periplasm of the cell to scavenge extracellular Pi (141).
Also expressed is \textit{PHO8}, which encodes an alkaline phosphatase that mobilizes Pi from
the vacuole (61). \textit{PHO84} (coding for a high-affinity Pi transporter), as well as \textit{PHO87}
and \textit{PHO89} (coding for low-affinity Pi transporters), are expressed and serve as the main
means of transporting inorganic Pi into the cell (14, 15, 86). The gene encoding the
cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor \textit{PHO81} is expressed, thereby providing a positive
feedback loop for repression of the Pho85/80 complex (135). This positive feedback is
essential for full activation of the PHO system (24).

\textbf{PHO5 expression and chromatin remodeling.} \textit{PHO5} is the most widely-studied gene
in the PHO pathway. Work studying its Pi-dependent transcription has provided
valuable information on how cells respond to starvation stress, and has also explained
much about basic transcriptional control. Significant advances have been made on how
chromatin regulates transcription. Like many promoters, the yeast \textit{PHO5} promoter is
subject to regulation by chromatin. The \textit{PHO5} promoter contains two upstream
activating sequences (UAS), constituting binding sites for Pho4, both of which are flanked by Pho2 binding sites (37, 100). The first UAS element is located in the linker region between two positioned nucleosomes, whereas the second UAS element is located within a nucleosome, rendering it inaccessible to transactivator binding (Fig. 1-4) (146, 155). Prior data have shown that this nucleosome is remodeled in response to shifting the cells to a low-Pi environment, thereby allowing Pho4 full access to the promoter. In total, five positioned nucleosomes are remodeled (Fig. 1-4) in response to gene activation by multi-subunit chromatin remodeling complexes, often divided into two groups. The first group acetylates histones causing a remodeling event, that is most often associated with gene activation (144). The second type of chromatin remodeler is an ATP-dependent remodeler (45, 123). Dependence of gene expression on chromatin remodeling complexes varies greatly. Some genes have been shown to be highly dependent on both types of remodeling complexes, whereas others are dependent on one or the other complex, and some require neither (51). Prior research has shown that PHO5 activation in high-Pi, rich media, and sub-maximally inducing conditions (pho80Δ) is dependent on several chromatin remodeling factors. One such factor, Gcn5, has been shown to acetylate lysine residues in the N-terminal domains (often referred to as tails) of histone H3 (42). In addition, expression of PHO5 in rich media is dependent on the histone H4-specific acetylase complex NuA4 (32), as well as the ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complex SNF/SWI (145). When cells are shifted to a Pi-limiting environment, PHO5 activation is dependent on GCN5 during early times of activation, reaching only 25% of wild-type levels within 3 hr.
However, as starvation progresses, this requirement for chromatin remodeling is relieved; within 18 hr of starvation, \textit{gcn5}\Delta and wild-type strains induce \textit{PHO5} expression similarly (7, 103). Also of interest is that \textit{PHO8} expression is dependent on chromatin remodeling factors even under maximally inducing conditions, despite that it is controlled via the same acidic activator (Pho4) as \textit{PHO5}. Since \textit{PHO8} expression is approximately 5-fold lower than that of \textit{PHO5} (110), these observations show an interesting correlation between requirements for chromatin remodeling enzymes and the amount of gene activation.
The yeast cell cycle and mitotic induction of PHOS5. The cell cycle of *S. cerevisiae*, like that of other eukaryotic organisms, is divided into four stages (Fig.1-5). Two gap phases (G1 and G2) precede S phase (DNA replication) and M phase (mitosis), respectively. The transition from one phase to another is controlled primarily through a central regulator, a cyclin-dependent kinase, Cdc28 (Fig.1-5). While Cdc28 acts as the main regulator of the yeast cell cycle, no fluctuations in its expression are observed. Instead, fluctuations occur in cyclins, the binding partners of Cdc28. Activation of this kinase through pairing with appropriate cell cycle stage-specific cyclins allows for phosphorylation of various target proteins that promote cell cycle progression. Cyclins can be divided into two subgroups, the G1 cyclins (Cln1-3) and the B-type cyclins (Clb1-6). More specifically Cln1, Cln2 and Cln3 are all required for execution of cell cycle Start, the progression from G1 to S phase. Clb1, Clb2, Clb3 and Clb4 are all required for entry into mitosis. Finally Clb5 and Clb6 are both important for events in S phase (90, 101).

The cell cycle is controlled through a number of biochemical mechanisms. One such mechanism involves the proteolysis of specific targets (22). Two distinct proteolytic pathways exist to control cell cycle progression. First a Cdc34-based mechanism leads to the transition from G1 to S phase. Cdc34, an E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (40), leads to the ubiquitination and subsequent degradation of Sic1, the primary inhibitor of the G1-S transition (136). A second proteolytic mechanism, regulating mitotic exit, is controlled through a large group of proteins referred to as the
anaphase-promoting complex (APC). The APC leads to degradation of a variety of proteins that include the prophase inhibitor Pds1 as well as the B-type cyclin Clb2 (158).

A second, well-defined mode of cell cycle regulation is the cell cycle stage-specific transcription of genes. Expression of cell cycle-specific genes occurs through a handful of transcriptional activators, each dedicated to a specific phase of the cell cycle (Fig.1-5). For example, Mbp1 and Swi6, together referred to as MBF, activate transcription of genes involved in DNA synthesis (62). Swi4 and Swi6, together called SBF, regulate the expression of G1 cyclins (95). Transcription of mitotically induced genes, like \( \text{HO} \) or \( \text{SIC1} \), is activated by Swi5 and Ace2. Mcm1 is another mitosis-specific transactivator, whose exact function and regulation will be discussed below.

Induction of \( \text{PHO5} \) during mitosis of the yeast cell cycle was first shown as part of a larger project to identify all genes under cell cycle regulation (143). \( \text{PHO5}, \text{PHO3}, \text{PHO11}, \text{PHO12}, \text{PHO81}, \) and \( \text{PHO84} \) were all found to be expressed during mitosis. It was unclear why the PHO system was activated during mitosis, as all experiments were conducted in rich media and the cells were presumably not starved for Pi. Also, \( \text{PHO5}, \text{PHO3}, \text{PHO11}, \) and \( \text{PHO12} \) were transcribed in response to overexpression of the mitotic cyclin \( \text{CLB2} \), and repressed in response to the overexpression the G1 cyclin \( \text{CLN3} \). Since expression of the \( \text{PHO5} \) responded to increased Clb2 levels, these results suggest that mitotic expression was under the control of the cell cycle machinery, a novel mode of regulating \( \text{PHO5} \). Further exploration of what causes mitotic \( \text{PHO5} \) induction and how Pi- and cell cycle-specific regulators interact will be discussed further in chapters 2 and 3, respectively.
Mcm1, SFF and the cell cycle. Transcription of mitotically-induced genes is often controlled by Mcm1 (143). Mcm1 is an essential transcriptional activator, and a member of the MADS (Mcm1, Agamous, Deficiens, Serum response factor) family of transcription factors. Besides its role as a cell cycle transcription factor, Mcm1 is also involved in the regulation of mating-type (118), arginine-biosynthetic (91), and pheromone-response genes (55). Mcm1 has also been shown to be important for minichromosome maintenance (83), and possibly DNA replication (16). Depending on the gene, Mcm1 can function as either an activator or repressor of transcription.
Mcm1’s function at a given locus is usually dictated by a specific DNA-binding partner. For example, in MATα cells, α-specific genes are induced by Mcm1 and the transcription factor α1, while a-specific genes are repressed by Mcm1 and the homeodomain protein α2 (Fig. 1-6) (33). Mcm1, together with the transcriptional activator Arg80, the zinc-finger protein Arg81, and the inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate 6-kinase Arg82, activate transcription of various genes important for arginine biosynthesis (Fig. 1-6) (4). Together with Ste12, Mcm1 activates expression of pheromone-responsive genes (Fig. 1-6) (53). Finally, in conjunction with switch five factor (SFF), Mcm1 regulates the expression of many M- and M/G1-expressed genes (Fig. 1-6) (80). Recently, SFF has been identified as Fkh1 and Fkh2, deriving their names from their close homology to mammalian forkhead proteins. While both Fkh1 or Fkh2 can bind to the SFF binding site in conjunction with Mcm1 and activate transcription, recent evidence suggests that perhaps Fkh2 is a more common binding partner for Mcm1 (65). While Mcm1 binding sites differ depending on its binding partner, all contain a similar consensus sequence (CCNNNWWRGG) (117). In vitro gel shift studies have shown that mutating the conserved cytosines to guanines or the guanines to cytosines reduces Mcm1 binding by over 100-fold (142). However, some recent evidence has suggested that these mutations may be less severe in vivo, as partial binding is still detected (38).

Since both Mcm1 and Fkh2 are constitutively bound to the promoters of mitotically-expressed genes (80), appropriating Mcm1-Fkh2 function for mitosis is achieved by cell cycle-dependent phosphorylation by Cdc28-Clb2. Since Mcm1 phosphorylation does not change over the cell cycle, it is likely that either Fkh2 or Ndd1,
an essential co-activator, are modified (132). It is unclear if Mcm1 and/or Fkh2 are repressed during G1 via Cdc28-Cln or if the mere absence of Clb2 is enough to repress Mcm1-Fkh2 dependent transcription.
FIG. 1-6. Various roles of Mcm1 in regulating gene expression. In $\alpha$-cells, Mcm1 induces expression of $\alpha$-specific genes in conjunction with $\alpha1$, while repressing $\alpha$-specific genes in conjunction with $\alpha2$. Mcm1 induces expression of arginine biosynthesis genes in conjunction of Arg80, Arg81, and Arg82. Mcm1 and Ste12 induce expression of several genes in response to pheromone, while Mcm1, SFF, and Ndd1 induce expression of specific genes in mitosis.
CHAPTER II

POLYPHOSPHATE LOSS PROMOTES SNF/SWI- AND GCN5-DEPENDENT MITOTIC INDUCTION OF \textit{PHO5}*

Introduction

Coordination of cell growth and division is essential to all living organisms and is innately tied to the cell division cycle. Periodic increases in certain transcripts at distinct cell cycle phases can meet specific, one-time requirements. For instance, histone and nucleotide biosynthetic genes are activated prior to and during S phase, respectively, to ensure adequate substrate concentrations for chromosomal duplication (35, 47). In addition, the sequential activation and proteolytic destruction of cyclins that partner with cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) activities drive progression through the cell cycle (77). In contrast to this post-translational mode of cell cycle control, it is clear that much cell cycle regulation occurs at the level of initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase II. In \textit{S. cerevisiae}, three major classes of transcriptional activators, MBF and SBF, Swi5/Ace2, and Mcm1-associated factors predominantly regulate various gene clusters at the G1/S transition, M and the M/G1 boundary, and G1, M, or M/G1, respectively (143).

Spellman \textit{et al.} (1998) (143) identified \textit{ca.} 800 genes exhibiting cell cycle oscillation. While the regulation of \textit{\textasciitilde}500 of these genes can be ascribed to the three known classes of cell cycle transactivators, the mode of regulation of the rest is not

Many of these latter ~300 genes participate in nutrient acquisition and their transcripts show peak expression in M or M/G1. For instance, mitotic expression has been observed for genes involved in P_i (PHO) metabolism (76, 115) encoding low- (PHO89) and high- (PHO84) affinity transporters of P_i as well as repressible acid phosphatases (rAPases; PHO5, PHO11, and PHO12) and constitutive APase (PHO3). Based on the timing of their expression, the mitotically induced rAPase genes are grouped with 34 other genes comprising the MCM cluster (143). However, there is no evidence for a direct or indirect role of Mcm1, or another known DNA binding cell cycle regulator, in their transcriptional activation. Moreover, as all experiments in Spellman et al. (1998) (143) were conducted in rich media that contains P_i, it is unclear why these PHO genes, which ordinarily are induced upon P_i deprivation, are activated at specific cell cycle phases. Thus, PHO5, PHO11, and PHO12, as well as other cell cycle-regulated PHO genes, fall into a large group of genes involved in maintaining nutritional homeostasis for which it is not understood how cell cycle periodicity is accomplished or why it is needed.

To date, studies of the mechanisms of yeast PHO gene activation have focused on regulatory events that occur in asynchronous cultures as a function of limiting P_i. By an as yet unknown mechanism, P_i limitation initiates a signal transduction cascade that activates Pho81, a CDK inhibitor (CKI). Pho81 inhibits the phosphorylation activity of the cyclin-CDK Pho80-Pho85 (135), leading to nuclear retention of the otherwise cytoplasmic helix-loop-helix factor Pho4, the primary PHO transactivator (64, 109). In the nucleus, Pho4, either by itself or as a heterodimer with Pho2, a nuclear
homeodomain protein, activates over 20 different genes in the PHO system (52, 110). These include several P\textsubscript{i} metabolism (PHM) genes, \textit{PHM1 (VTC2)}, \textit{PHM2 (VTC3)}, \textit{PHM3 (VTC4)}, \textit{PHM4 (VTC1)}, and \textit{PHM5 (PPN1)}. Phm1-4 form a biochemical complex \textit{in vivo}, the integrity of which is disrupted by \textit{phm3} or \textit{phm4} null mutations (23, 96). As polyP, a linear polymer of up to hundreds of P\textsubscript{i} residues linked by high-energy phosphoanhydride bonds, is not detectable in such strains, the Phm/Vtc complex is proposed to be a polyP synthetase (110). However, this complex is also needed for the proper morphology of vacuoles (96), where 99% of the total cellular polyP is stored (150).

PolyP is present in all organisms examined to date and, in \textit{S. cerevisiae}, can reach concentrations as high as 120 mM in the vacuole, as much as 60% of the total P\textsubscript{i} content (66). It has been suggested that polyP functions as a P\textsubscript{i} reservoir since its levels drop when cells need P\textsubscript{i}, \textit{e.g.}, during log-phase growth or in P\textsubscript{i}-limiting growth media (39, 140). It has also been suggested that polyP serves a cellular protective function in that it chelates cations, such as Ca\textsuperscript{2+}, in the vacuole (66). However, yeast strains deficient in polyP accumulation are not sensitive to high concentrations of calcium (110). Finally, polyP levels increase as yeast cultures approach stationary phase for reasons and by mechanisms that are not clear (137, 163). Thus, while conditions and enzymes involved in polyP synthesis and hydrolysis in eukaryotes have been identified, its metabolic, regulatory, and physiologic function(s) remain obscure.

Relative to our understanding of the connection between nutrient sensing and the decision to execute Start (126), little is known about how nutrient levels influence
regulation in other stages of the cell cycle. To gain insight into this problem, we have focused on elucidating both the molecular mechanisms and physiological basis for M phase activation of PHO5. We report that the unexpected mitotic induction of PHO5 in rich medium is under control of Pho4, Pho2, and Pho81. Increasing metabolic pools of polyP represses mitotic expression of PHO5. Conversely, elimination of polyP by deletion of PHM3, leads to PHO5 activation. Moreover, we demonstrate that polyP levels are influenced by progression of the cell cycle, declining prior to and being replenished after M phase. Our results suggest that polyP is a dynamic P_i reserve and define a regulatory influence of polyP on PHO mitotic gene expression. Further, our studies demonstrate that Pho4/Pho2 mediates a novel, cell cycle stage-specific mode of regulation that is fine-tuned in response to nutrient availability and operates mostly independent of activities that drive cell cycle progression. More generally, our findings suggest that nutrient deficiencies may underlie the transcriptional periodicity of a large class of nutrient transporters that are cell cycle regulated.

Materials and methods

Yeast strains and methods. All S. cerevisiae strains were constructed by standard genetic methods (133) from CCY694, MATa/MATα leu2Δ0/leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0/lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0/ura3Δ0 pho3Δ::R/pho3Δ::R (S288C background) (11), where R is a Zygosaccharomyces rouxii recombinase site that remains after intramolecular recombination (60). The strains and their relevant (all are MATa leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0 pho3Δ::R) genotypes are DNY742 (wild-type; MATa bar1Δ::R-URA3-R), THY868
(MATa bar1Δ::R-URA3-R pho4Δ::kanMX4), DNY989 (MATa bar1Δ::R-URA3-R pho2Δ::kanMX4), DNY925 (MATa bar1Δ::R-URA3-R pho81Δ::kanMX4), DNY986 (MATa bar1Δ::R-URA3-R gen5Δ::kanMX4), DNY1309 (MATa snf2/swi2Δ::kanMX4), DNY1673 (MATa bar1Δ::R-URA3-R phm3Δ::kanMX4), DNY2464 (MATa his3Δ1 phm1Δ::kanMX4), DNY2465 (MATa bar1Δ::R-URA3-R met15Δ0 phm2Δ::kanMX4), and DNY2467 (MATa bar1Δ::R-URA3-R his3Δ1 phm4Δ::kanMX4).

Media and growth conditions. Cells were grown at 30°C on plates or in liquid cultures of complete synthetic medium/2% glucose (CSM; Bio101), yeast extract (Difco)/peptone (Difco)/2% glucose (YPD), or YPD supplemented with 13.4 mM KH₂PO₄ (YPD + P₁) as indicated. The defined, P₁-free medium used in one step of the phosphate overplus as well as for P₁ starvation contained 0.7 g yeast nitrogen base (YNB) without (NH₄)₂SO₄, phosphate, or amino acids (Bio101), 2 g glutamine, 20 g glucose, and 3.9 g MES (2-N-morpholino ethanesulfonic acid), pH 5.5 per liter.

All cultures, including overnight cultures, were maintained in early to mid-logarithmic phase growth. When P₁ starvation was employed, cells grew only 2-3 additional generations after washing and resuspension in P₁-free medium. Phosphate overplus experiments were performed as previously described (110); pregrowth in YPD or YPD-low P₁, YPD in which P₁ was removed by precipitation (46), followed by 2 hr-P₁ starvation in defined, P₁-free medium, and finally made 13.4 mM with KH₂PO₄ for 2 hr. Note that, while YPD is limiting for P₁, the designation YPD-low P₁ indicates that the medium is decreased further in P₁ concentration but is not P₁-free. For measuring rAPase activities in asynchronous cultures, overnight cultures (10 ml) were grown as indicated
and diluted the next day to $OD_{600} = 0.03$ in the indicated fresh medium, and incubated for 6 h more. For the $P_i$ starvations experiments, strains were plated on defined, $P_i$-free medium with 13.4 mM $KH_2PO_4$ added back for 3 d. After overnight growth of starter cultures (10 ml) in the same medium, the cells were diluted into defined, $P_i$-free medium at an $OD_{600}$ of 0.2 and assayed at the indicated times for rAPase activity and/or $PHO5$ mRNA.

**Cell cycle synchronizations, FACS analysis, and RNA/polyP isolation.** Yeast cultures in early logarithmic growth in YPD were arrested at late G1 and G2/M by the addition of $\alpha$ factor and nocodazole to final concentrations of 12 ng/ml and 17 $\mu$g/ml, respectively. After 2 h, cells were released from cell cycle arrest by filter-washing three times and subsequent resuspension with YPD containing 0.1 mg/ml pronase E ($\alpha$ factor arrest) or YPD (nocodazole arrest).

For flow cytometric analysis (FACSCalibur, Becton Dickinson), cells (1 ml) were removed every 15 min after release from cell cycle arrest and fixed overnight in 70% ethanol at 4°C. RNA was degraded by overnight incubation at 37°C in 50 mM sodium citrate, pH 7.1 containing 0.25 mg/ml RNase A. The cells were then washed and the DNA was stained by overnight incubation at 4°C in 50 mM sodium citrate, pH 7.1 containing 1 $\mu$M Sytox Green (Molecular Probes).

Total RNA isolation, which also recovers polyP, was performed as described in Cross et al. (25) except that cells were resuspended in 350 $\mu$l 1× LETS buffer (0.1 M LiCl, 10 mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 0.5% w/v SDS) and 350 $\mu$l acid phenol:chloroform (1:1), and lysed with glass beads by vortexing at 4°C for 15 min.
Following centrifugation at 14,000 × g for 15 min, RNA and polyP were recovered from the aqueous phase by ethanol precipitation. The pellet consisting of RNA and polyP was resuspended in 0.1% SDS, quantified by absorbance at 260 nm, and stored at −80°C.

**Northern hybridization and polyP analysis.** For analysis of *PHO5* transcript levels, 10 µg RNA was electrophoresed at 100 V for 3 h in 1% agarose gels buffered with 1× MOPS [20 mM MOPS (3-N-morpholino propanesulfonic acid), pH 7, 5 mM sodium acetate, 0.5 mM EDTA] containing 1.85% formaldehyde. RNA was blotted by 10× SSC (1.5 M NaCl, 0.15 M sodium citrate) to a positively-charged nylon membrane.

Membrane prehybridization and hybridization were performed in Church-Gilbert buffer (0.25 M Na₂HPO₄, pH 7.4, 7% w/v SDS, 10 mg/ml fraction V bovine serum albumin, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.5 mM sodium pyrophosphate). Hybridization probes, generated by PCR amplification using oligonucleotide primers DNO425 (5’-TCTTTCCCTGGCGA-3’) and DNO426 (5’-GTCATCCAAGTAGGTTGTGT-3’) or DNO429 (5’-GCCAAGAAAGAGAGCTGC-3’) and DNO430 (5’-GAACCTTAGAACCTGGTCTGTGC-3’) for *PHO5* and *TCM1*, respectively, were radiolabeled with [α-³²P]dCTP by random priming. Messenger RNA levels were quantified by Storm 860 phosphorimager analysis (Molecular Dynamics).

Gel analysis of polyP was performed by electrophoresis of 10 µg RNA on native 6% polyacrylamide gels followed by staining with toluidine blue O as described in Ogawa *et al.* (2000) (110). To quantify total levels of polyP, 10 µg of isolated RNA/polyP was treated with RNase A (after removal of SDS by chloroform extraction, if necessary), polyP was ethanol precipitated, and resuspended in 50 µl dH₂O. Ten
microliters of the purified polyP was mixed with 1 ml of toluidine blue solution (6 mg/l toluidine blue O dye, 40 mM acetic acid) and the metachromatic shift in the ratio of absorbance at 530 nm to 630 nm was measured (21). The $A_{530}/A_{630}$ of toluidine blue solution alone is a constant of 0.175, which was used as a blank. All samples were diluted to assure assay linearity and polyP levels are expressed as $[(A_{530}/A_{630}) - 0.175]/\mu$g RNA. As expected, samples from a phm3 strain yield a value of 0.

**Acid phosphatase activity assays.** After the specified growth conditions, cells were chilled to 4°C and washed twice and resuspended in 0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 3.6 at 4°C. After preincubation (10 min) of 500 µl of cell suspension at 30°C, the rAPase activity was assayed by addition of 500 µl 20 mM $p$-nitrophenylphosphate (Roche) and incubation at 30°C for 10 min. Enzymatic activity was terminated by the addition of 250 µl 1 M Na$_2$CO$_3$ and quantified by measuring the absorbance at 420 nm. Activities are reported in Miller units $[(A_{420 \text{ nm}} \times 1000)/(OD_{600 \text{ nm}} \times \text{volume} \times 10 \text{ min})]$.

**Results**

**Mitotic induction of PHO5 requires the PHO activators Pho2, Pho4, and Pho81.**

Earlier genome-wide determinations of cell cycle-regulated transcripts suggested that expression of PHO5 and other PHO genes is induced during mitosis (143). However, significant cross hybridization of mRNA species can occur above 75% DNA sequence identity (48). Since PHO5 and PHO3 constitute a duplicated gene pair (87% identity over 1404 bp), we re-analyzed the cell cycle expression profile of PHO5 in a strain
deleted for the entire PHO3 coding sequence. Cultures in rich (YPD) medium were arrested at late G1 with the mating pheromone \( \alpha \) factor and released synchronously by washing with YPD. Northern analysis of RNA samples isolated at 15 min intervals demonstrates that PHO5 mRNA levels oscillate during the cell cycle, with maximal expression occurring at 45-60 and 120 min after \( \alpha \) factor removal (Fig. 2-1A,B).

Transcript from the ribosomal protein L3 locus, TCM1, remains constant throughout the cell cycle (19, 143) and serves as a loading control. Flow cytometric analysis confirmed that the cells synchronously traversed two cell cycles, and that the points of maximal PHO5 transcript accumulation coincide with M phase (Fig 2-1C).

To examine whether the canonical PHO signal transduction pathway is involved in PHO5 mitotic activation in YPD, we deleted three different positive regulators of the low P_i induction pathway and assayed PHO5 expression during synchronous growth in YPD. Deletions of PHO4 and PHO2, encoding DNA site-specific transactivators of PHO5, abrogate mitotic induction of PHO5 (Fig. 2-1A,B). A null allele of the CDK inhibitor PHO81 eliminates approximately 95\% of the mitotic expression. Since PHO5 activation is completely dependent on Pho81 for inhibition of the Pho80-Pho85 cyclin-CDK (135), the residual level of expression in the \( \text{pho81} \Delta \) strain is unexpected and suggests that a weaker, Pho81-independent activation mechanism also functions at PHO5 during mitosis. We also determined the effects of the \( \text{pho2}, \text{pho4}, \) and \( \text{pho81} \) null mutations on rAPase activity in asynchronous cultures, which can often be used to observe cell cycle-dependent events (54). Approximately 60-110 U of rAPase activity are detected in asynchronous YPD cultures of wild-type strains (Figs. 2-1). Enzyme
activity is reduced by more than 99% in \textit{pho4}\Delta and \textit{pho2}\Delta strains.

FIG. 2-1. Mitotic induction of \textit{PHO5} requires \textit{PHO2}, \textit{PHO4}, and \textit{PHO81}. (A) Northern analysis of wild-type (WT), \textit{pho81}\Delta, \textit{pho2}\Delta, and \textit{pho4}\Delta cultures at various times following release from synchronization with \textit{\alpha} factor. The wild-type strain was analyzed in parallel to each null strain as a positive control. (B) Transcript levels of \textit{PHO5} (normalized to \textit{TCM1}) from A. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments. (C) Flow cytometric analysis of Sytox Green-stained cells. The x- and y-axis indicate the fluorescence intensity and numbers of cells analyzed (which was identical in each panel), respectively. 1N and 2N refer to haploid and diploid DNA content, respectively. (D) Total rAPase activity of asynchronous YPD cultures. The mean ± 1SD from three independent experiments is shown.
Despite the residual level of mitotic PHO5 mRNA, rAPase activity is also eliminated in the pho81Δ strain. We conclude that most of the measurable rAPase activity in asynchronous YPD cultures of strain DNY742 (pho3Δ) can be attributed to expression of PHO5, and presumably that of the minor rAPases PHO11 and PHO12, in M phase (19, 143). Further, mitotic induction of PHO5 is strongly dependent on the positive PHO effectors PHO4, PHO2, and PHO81.

**Mitotic activation of PHO5 requires the chromatin remodelers Gcn5 and SNF/SWI.**

Next, we investigated the requirements, in mitotic activation of PHO5, for chromatin remodeling enzymes, including Gcn5, the catalytic subunit of several histone H3 acetyltransferase complexes (13, 42) and the Snf2/Swi2 ATPase subunit of the SNF/SWI chromatin remodeling complex (74). Since gcn5Δ cells could not be arrested with α factor, presumably because Gcn5 is required for expression of the CDK inhibitor FAR1 (51), we synchronized cells in G2/M with nocodazole, an inhibitor of microtubule polymerization. After release from G2/M, wild-type cultures progressed through three cell cycles and showed maximal PHO5 induction at 15, 105, and 150 min (Fig. 2-2A,B), each peak corresponding to M phase (Fig. 2-2C). In contrast, no induction was observed in the snf2/swi2Δ and gcn5Δ strains, indicating that mitotic induction of PHO5 is highly dependent on these transcriptional coactivators. Greater than 90% of the rAPase activity of asynchronous cultures is eliminated in each null strain, demonstrating that synchrony is not required to observe the requirement for SNF/SWI and Gcn5 (Fig. 2-2D). We conclude that the previously reported Gcn5- (51) and Snf2/Swi2-dependent (145) transcription of PHO5 in asynchronous YPD cultures is explained by the pronounced
FIG. 2-2. PHO5 activation is SNF/SWI- and Gcn5-dependent. (A) Northern analysis of synchronous cultures of wild-type (WT), snf2/swi2Δ, and gcn5Δ strains released from nocodazole arrest in YPD medium. (B) Normalized PHO5 transcript levels from A. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments. (C) Flow cytometric analysis of wild-type cells in A. (D) Total rAPase activity of asynchronous YPD cultures (N = 3, mean ± 1SD). (E) Time course of PHO5 activation. Asynchronous cultures grown on defined, Pi-free medium with 13.4 mM Pi added back were starved for Pi and assayed for total rAPase activity at the indicated times. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments.

need for these enzymes in PHO5 mitotic expression.

Previous studies using asynchronous cell populations demonstrated that SNF/SWI and Gcn5 are not required for activation of PHO5 following overnight starvation for P_i (37, 44). More recently, it has been shown that deletion of GCN5 decreases PHO5 activation at early times after P_i starvation, but not at 8 h post-activation (7). Figure 2-2E demonstrates that asynchronous cultures of gcn5Δ and snf2/swi2Δ strains both exhibit a decreased initial rate of PHO5 transactivation following
transfer to Pi-free medium. Thus, we have defined novel requirements for transcriptional coactivators at *PHO5* thereby including *PHO5* among other genes for which activation in M phase is strongly Gcn5- and SNF/SWI-dependent (67). Our data also confirm a role for Gcn5 in the rate of *PHO5* activation, and extend this observation to the SNF/SWI complex.

**Mitotic activation of *PHO5* occurs under conditions of limiting Pi.** Activation of *PHO5* by Pho4 in asynchronous cultures is dependent on Pi deprivation and, ordinarily, is rapidly repressed by the addition of exogenous Pi (134). Since increased *PHO5* transcription during mitosis is Pho4-dependent (Fig. 2-1), we tested if this cell cycle-specific activation in YPD is responsive to Pi levels. Surprisingly, despite 12 h of growth in YPD + Pi prior to α factor arrest and release, mitotic activation of *PHO5* is still apparent (Fig. 2-3A, B). However, when the incubation in YPD + Pi is extended to 55 h before α factor synchronization, *PHO5* transcript is not detectable. This result indicates that exogenous Pi attenuates mitotic induction of *PHO5* in a time-dependent manner. Next, we investigated the time dependence of repression of mitotic *PHO5* induction further. Relative to cells growing continuously on YPD, rAPase activity decreased by 50% when cultures were shifted from YPD to YPD + Pi (Fig. 2-4A, compare bar 1 to 2). Full repression of *PHO5* required longer incubation in YPD + Pi (compare bar 1 to 3). In the opposite experiment, pregrowth on YPD + Pi and shift to YPD, full derepression is restored (compare bar 1 to 4). This result suggests that repression of mitotic expression takes longer than its induction. The time required to achieve full repression of *PHO5* was assessed by pregrowth of cells in YPD followed by transfer to YPD + Pi. As in
Figure 2-4A, rAPase activity was reduced to ~60% of the control YPD culture at 6 h (Fig. 2-4B). Maximal PHO5 repression is achieved after ~29 h and remained at this level for the rest of the time course. The time required to reach full repression is not likely to be due to rAPase stability, since the half-life of rAPase activity is 2-2.5 h as determined by the phosphate overplus procedure (P_i starvation followed by P_i addition; Materials and methods; data not shown). The remaining activity may be due to basal levels of PHO5 expression and that of the more minor rAPases, PHO11 and PHO12, which vary somewhat between experiments. These findings demonstrate that YPD can be limiting
for $P_i$. The lag in full repression may be due to active growth in YPD that leads to rapid metabolism of a PHO repressive signal.

**PolyP reserves increase, but are not essential for, repression of PHO5.** PolyP is the most prevalent form of phosphate in yeast and it is believed to serve as a $P_i$ reservoir (39, 140, 150). Such a $P_i$ reservoir might sustain intracellular $P_i$ levels more effectively
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**FIG. 2-4.** Repression of PHO5 mitotic expression by added $P_i$ is time dependent. (A) Total rAPase activity of asynchronous cultures. Cultures were grown overnight in either YPD (bars 1 and 2) or YPD + $P_i$ (bars 3 and 4) and then washed and resuspended in YPD (bars 1 and 4) or YPD + $P_i$ (bars 2 and 3) for an additional 6 h as indicated ($N = 3$, mean ± 1SD). (B) Time course of decrease in total rAPase activity following addition of $P_i$. Cells were plated and pregrown on YPD and transferred to YPD (control) or YPD + $P_i$. The percentage of activity of the control (growth in parallel in YPD) as a function of time is plotted. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments.

during $P_i$ deprivation and hence repress M-phase expression of PHO5. To test this hypothesis, we asked if strains singly null for four PHM genes had increased levels of
total rAPase activity. Strains deleted for PHM3 and PHM4 are severely deficient for the Phm/Vtc complex and thus lack detectable polyP, but do not exhibit growth defects. The phenotypic defects of phm1Δ and phm2Δ strains are much less pronounced (96, 110). In Figure 2-5A, each strain was grown in YPD and then diluted into YPD or YPD + Pi for 6 h. Relative to wild-type cells, rAPase activity during continuous growth in YPD increases 2 to 2.5-fold in phm3Δ or phm4Δ strains, and only modestly in phm1Δ or phm2Δ cells (Fig. 2-5A). Thus, the magnitude of PHO5 derepression in Pi-limiting conditions (YPD) correlates well with the severity of the polyP accumulation defect and extent of disruption of Phm/Vtc complex integrity; phm1Δ > phm2Δ > phm3Δ = phm4Δ (96, 110). Interestingly, incubation in YPD + Pi for 6 h reversed the PHO5 derepression and lower levels of expression were established in the absence of Phm3 and Phm4.

To explore the relationship between PHO5 mitotic activation and polyP levels further, we tested whether conditions of high Pi increase cellular polyP, and if so, what its effects are on total rAPase activity. Consistent with our finding that YPD is limiting for Pi (Figs. 2-3, 2-5A), a wild-type (PHM3) strain grown in YPD has low but significant levels of polyP (Fig. 2-5B, lane 1). The isogenic phm3Δ strain has no detectable polyP (110) (Fig. 2-5B, compare lane 1 to 3). In this experiment, rAPase activity is increased 4-fold in the phm3Δ strain relative to the wild-type strain, again demonstrating that loss of polyP leads to increased PHO5 activation in YPD. When wild-type (PHM3) cells are
FIG. 2-5. Loss of polyP leads to derepression of PHO5. (A) Total rAPase activity of wild-type (WT), pshm1Δ, pshm2Δ, pshm3Δ, and pshm4Δ strains. Cells were grown in YPD and diluted to YPD (shaded bars) or YPD + P_i (unshaded bars) medium for 6 h prior to assaying rAPase activity (N = 3, mean ± 1SD). The severity of loss of polyP accumulation increases from left to right and parallels the extent of disruption of the Phm/Vtc complex, with pshm3Δ and pshm4Δ strains having no detectable polyP or Phm/Vtc complex (96, 110). (B) Analysis of polyP levels. Wild-type (PHM3) or pshm3Δ strains were grown 2 d on plates and then 24 h in liquid YPD-low P_i, YPD, or YPD + P_i containing a low (L, lane 6), moderate (M, lanes 1, 3, and 5), or high (H, lanes 2 and 4) concentration of P_i, respectively. For lanes 1-4, after the 24 h incubation period, internal aliquots of each culture were assayed for rAPase activity and polyP levels by the metachromatic absorbance shift method (indicated at bottom; ND, non-detectable). The overplus samples (lanes 5-6) received additional treatments of P_i starvation followed by P_i addition (Materials and methods) before determining rAPase and polyP levels. PolyP was also visualized in the gel after electrophoresis of equal amounts of total RNA (10 µg) and staining with toluidine blue O dye, a basic dye that binds polyanions. RNA species at the top of the gel are labeled ‘RNAs’. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments.
grown in high-Pi media (YPD + P_i), polyP amounts increase 5-fold (Fig 2-5B, compare lane 1 to 4), which is accompanied by a 10-fold reduction in rAPase activity and non-detectable PHO5 transcript levels in M phase (Fig. 2-3). During growth in complete synthetic medium (7.3 mM P_i), wild-type strains accumulate similar levels of polyP [0.07 (A_{530}/A_{630})/\mu g RNA] and rAPase activity (13 U) as in YPD + P_i (13.4 mM). As expected, the \textit{phm3}\Delta strain had no detectable polyP in YPD + P_i (110), but as in Figure 2-5A, had repressed levels of rAPase activity (Fig. 2-5B, lane 2). This indicates that polyP is not required to repress PHO5 when P_i is plentiful. We conclude that, under conditions of limiting P_i, accumulated polyP acts as a cellular P_i reserve that can contribute to the repression of PHO5 expression. However, as PHO5 is completely repressed by excess P_i in strains that are unable to accumulate polyP, the polymer is not necessary for PHO5 promoter inactivation.

When \textit{S. cerevisiae} encounters a period of P_i starvation followed by a high P_i environment, a phenomenon called “overplus” or “overcompensation” occurs in which large amounts of polyP accumulate (66). This method was previously used to evaluate the role of PHM genes in polyP synthesis (110). In parallel with the samples of Figure 2-5B, lanes 1-4, wild-type cells subjected to the overplus procedure (see Materials and methods) accumulate 60-fold more polyP than during continuous growth in YPD (Fig. 2-5B, compare lane 5 to 1). Interestingly, overplus polyP levels surpass that of cultures grown continuously in YPD + P_i (compare lane 4 to 5). The highest level of polyP is observed upon growth in YPD-low P_i before addition of P_i (compare lane 6 to lanes 1-5).
FIG. 2-6. SNF/SWI and Gcn5 are required for polyP accumulation. Steady-state levels of polyP from wild-type (WT), gcn5Δ, and snf2/swi2Δ strains were measured (N = 3, mean ± 1SD) by the metachromatic shift method after asynchronous growth in YPD (the same conditions used for rAPase activity measurements in Figure 2-2D).

Therefore, the amount of polyP that accumulates during the overplus procedure is proportional to the severity of prior P_i starvation, consistent with increased transcription of PHM and/or other genes that may play direct or indirect roles in polyP biosynthesis (52, 110). In contrast, as relatively high levels of polyP are synthesized in wild-type cells when excess P_i is present, polyP synthesis does not require a preceding period of P_i starvation.

**Accumulation of polyP under limiting P_i conditions requires SNF/SWI and Gcn5.** Levels of polyP and PHO5 expression are inversely correlated (Fig. 2-5B, lanes 1 and 4 or 3 and 4). Thus, the loss of mitotic PHO5 activation in snf/swi and gcn5 mutants (Fig. 2-2) might be due to a pleiotropic hyperaccumulation of polyP. We determined, however, that polyP levels were decreased more than 10-fold and near the detection limit in gcn5Δ and snf2/swi2Δ strains, respectively, during continuous growth in YPD (Fig. 2-
6). This result suggests that SNF/SWI and Gcn5 are needed for M phase activation of

*PHM* genes as well as *PHO5* when P<sub>i</sub> is limited.

**Polyphosphate levels fluctuate during the cell cycle.** Because *PHO5* expression is inversely related to polyP reserves (Fig. 2-5), we investigated if mitotic activation of *PHO5* is correlated with a decrease in polyP levels before M phase in α factor-synchronized cultures (Fig. 2-7). Maximal levels of polyP are observed at G1 (0-15 min) and reach a minimum when cells are well into S phase, 45-60 min after α factor removal. The 6 to 10-fold increase in polyP levels as compared to Figures 2-5B and 6 is reproducibly observed following synchronization. Nevertheless, a 4 to 5-fold drop in polyP levels precedes peak accumulation of *PHO5* mRNA in mitosis, which occurs at 75 min. PolyP amounts remain at the minimum through 105 min and then increase 5-fold at 120 min. Presumably, this is because enhanced mitotic expression of *PHO5* (Fig. 2-7B), other rAPase genes, and *PHO84*, the high-affinity P<sub>i</sub> transporter, lead to increased scavenging of P<sub>i</sub> and hence polyP synthesis. These data indicate that, in P<sub>i</sub>-limiting medium (e.g., YPD), polyP levels fluctuate with the cell cycle. Importantly, this result also suggests that the physiological basis for mitotic cycling of *PHO5* is due to significant, but not complete, depletion of polyP reserves prior to M phase.

**Loss of polyP increases the rate, magnitude, and duration of *PHO5* activation.** We also assessed the effects of the absence of polyP deficiency on *PHO5* activation during synchronous cell cycle progression. Following α factor synchronization and release in YPD medium, in comparison to wild-type cells, induction of *PHO5* in the *phm3Δ* strain,
FIG. 2-7. PolyP levels fluctuate during the cell cycle. (A) Flow cytometric analysis of α factor-synchronized cultures. (B) Analysis of polyP and mRNA levels. Total RNA/polyP were isolated at 15 min intervals following release from α factor arrest. PolyP was analyzed as in Figure 2-5B, except that samples were treated with RNase A prior to electrophoresis (polyP gel) and metachromatic shift quantification of polyP levels of an internal fraction (graph at bottom). Northern analysis of PHO5 and TCM1 mRNA levels of internal aliquots of RNA/polyP not treated with RNase A (middle) are plotted versus time and compared to polyP levels at bottom. Data shown are representative of three independent experiments.
which lacks detectable polyP (110), increases dramatically (Fig. 2-8). Furthermore, 

*PHO5* mRNA was evident earlier in the *phm3Δ* strain, indicating that the null cells lose the repressive signal inactivating *PHO5* transcription before their wild-type counterparts. Flow cytometric analysis demonstrated that the length and timing of each cell cycle phase in the *phm3* strain was indistinguishable from wild-type (data not shown), consistent with its wild-type growth phenotype (23). Therefore, the absence of Phm3 causes increased levels of *PHO5* transcription that are not due to a higher proportion of cells in M phase.

Strains lacking the Phm/Vtc complex are defective in sustaining transport of P_i that is added during the overplus procedure (110), making it possible that *PHO5* would be derepressed (73). However, a low level of *PHO5* transcript that precedes and follows the mitotic peak (Fig. 2-8A, B) strongly suggests that *PHO5* transcription is not

---

**FIG. 2-8.** Mitotic activation of *PHO5* is increased in *phm3Δ* strains. (A) Northern analysis of α factor-synchronized cultures of wild-type (*WT*) and *phm3Δ* cells. (B) Normalized *PHO5* transcript levels from A. Data shown are representative of four independent experiments.
constitutively derepressed in *phm* strains. Alternatively, it was hypothesized (110) that compromised P_i transport could indirectly result from the inability to synthesize polyP; the failure to divert added P_i to vacuoles leading to increased cytosolic P_i concentrations that signal degradation of Pho84, the high-affinity P_i transporter (164). Nevertheless, employing the overplus treatment with asynchronous wild-type and *phm3Δ* cultures, an identical, precipitous drop in *PHO5* transcript levels occurs between 20-30 min after P_i addition (data not shown). We conclude that the initial 5 min period of P_i transport observed in *phm3Δ* cells during the phosphate overplus (110) is sufficient to signal *PHO5* repression.

The rapid onset of accumulation of *PHO5* transcript in the *phm3Δ* strain (Fig. 2-8), even prior to G2/M where all cells have achieved a 2N DNA content, suggests an increased rate of *PHO5* activation in the absence of polyP reserves. To evaluate this possibility, we tested how polyP stores influence the initial rate of *PHO5* mRNA accumulation in asynchronous cultures in response to P_i starvation (Fig. 2-9). Wild-type and *phm3Δ* strains were first grown in defined, P_i-free medium with 13.4 mM P_i added back so that substantial cellular polyP would accumulate. Subsequently, P_i was removed by washing, both cultures were shifted to P_i-free medium, and levels of *PHO5* mRNA as well as rAPase activity were monitored over time. *PHO5* transcript accumulates linearly in both the wild-type (*R^2 = 0.96*) and *phm3Δ* (*R^2 = 0.99*) strains for 150 and 90 min, respectively. Strikingly, the initial, rapid response to P_i starvation occurs 60 min earlier and at a 3-fold higher rate in the *phm3Δ* strain. Moreover, *PHO5* transcript levels in the
phm3Δ strain are significantly higher (120-fold more at 60 min) at every time point up to

and including 4 h, achieve maximum 2 h earlier, and are maintained at this higher level longer than in wild-type cells. Subsequently, PHO5 mRNA levels plateau, and then, interestingly, decline to a similar level in both cultures around 6 h after Pi starvation. As

FIG. 2-9. Deletion of PHM3 increases the rate of PHO5 activation. (A) Northern analysis of RNA isolated during a time course of PHO5 activation. Wild-type (WT) and phm3Δ strains grown on defined, Pi-free medium with 13.4 mM Pi added back (to build up stores of polyP in the wild-type strain) were then starved for Pi by washing and resuspension in Pi-free medium and RNA was isolated at the indicated times. Total rAPase activities obtained from an internal aliquot of each culture are indicated below each lane. (B) Absolute PHO5 transcript levels from A. The thick trendline indicates the initial, linear period of transcript accumulation. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments.
expected, the levels of internally assayed rAPase activity lag behind and qualitatively support these observations (Fig. 2-9A). The absence of a decrease in rAPase activity at the later time points likely reflects the increased stability of the protein relative to PHO5, PHO11, and PHO12 transcripts (161). We conclude that the initial rates of accumulation of PHO5 transcript and rAPase activity, and presumably the rates of transcriptional initiation, are enhanced in cells lacking polyP. Further, the repressive influence of polyP reserves on PHO5 transcription was observed in a defined medium, which complements our results obtained using YPD medium.

**Discussion**

We have investigated the molecular mechanisms and physiological basis for activation of PHO promoters, which are in a prominent class of mitotically-induced genes with nutritional roles (143). In contrast to previous findings using Pi-starved, asynchronous cultures, we find that PHO5 activation in M phase in synchronized cultures grown in rich medium is strongly dependent on the SNF/SWI complex, an ATP-dependent chromatin remodeler, and the histone acetyltransferase, Gcn5 (Fig. 2-2). Additionally, our work shows that M phase-induction of PHO5 requires the transactivators Pho2 and Pho4 as well as the CDK inhibitor Pho81, suggesting that PHO5 mitotic induction occurs through the PHO signal transduction pathway (Fig. 2-1). In accord with this, addition of exogenous Pi suppresses mitotic activation of PHO5 (Fig. 2-3) and increases polyP levels, which are inversely correlated with PHO5 expression in wild-type cells (Fig. 2-5B). Further, in synchronized cultures, polyP amounts decrease between G1 and
M phase, demonstrating that metabolic pools of polyP fluctuate during the cell cycle (Fig. 2-7). Beyond these correlations, we show that strains with non-detectable levels of polyP (phm3Δ) exhibit a dramatically enhanced PHO response in both synchronous and asynchronous cultures (Figs. 2-8 and 2-9). These results establish that polyP causally represses PHO5 expression. Moreover, the physiological stimulus for activation of PHO5 in M phase is P_i depletion that ensues after reduction of vacuolar polyP reserves. Thus, our results expand the role of the PHO signaling system to include coordination of the mitotic activation with P_i availability during cell cycle progression. Our data also highlight a novel function for polyP, as a negative regulator of PHO activation in mitosis.

Our findings support the model that a central, physiological role of polyP is that of a P_i reservoir (39, 140). Under conditions of limiting P_i, inasmuch as degradation of polyP increases intracellular P_i pools, the polymer antagonizes PHO5 activation. It is likely that our findings apply generally to other PHO (and PHM) genes, since the rate of PHO84 transcript accumulation is also enhanced upon P_i starvation in a phm3Δ strain (D.W.N. and M.P.K., unpublished data). It must be emphasized that Phm/Vtc complex activity, and hence polyP, is not required to maintain (Fig. 2-9, zero point) or establish (Fig. 2-5) repression of PHO5 when P_i is abundant. Further, a lack of detectable polyP does not impair the ability to repress PHO5 transcription before and after the mitotic peak in synchronized populations (Fig. 2-8). Thus, polyP is a modulator rather than an essential cell cycle regulator of PHO expression, replenishing intracellular levels of P_i when metabolic demand for it is high.
The inability to make polyP in the absence of the Phm/Vtc complex allowed us to address the interplay between polyP and PHO5 regulation during M phase. Extensive Pi starvation leads to G1 arrest (78), primarily due to controls that operate at Start (126). Although the mechanisms are unclear, it is widely accepted that these controls involve attaining sufficient cell size and nutrient acquisition for cell division. In view of this, while cells have already gauged sufficient phosphate resources to execute Start, why do they rapidly mobilize their polyP reserves with synchronous progression through S phase (Fig. 2-7)? It is possible that polyP reserves are directly sensed as a Pi source prior to Start. However, if this was the case, constitutive activation of PHO5 outside of M phase would be expected in the absence of polyP (phm3Δ cells), which is not observed (Fig. 2-8). Instead, since phm3Δ cells lack reserve Pi afforded by polyP, they exaggerate mitotic induction of PHO genes (Fig. 2-8). Thus, while the cell division commitment decision is made at G1, our data suggest that the sensing of and response to nutrient imbalances is not restricted to G1 (153). This view is supported further in that PHO5 is strongly activated by Pi starvation during sustained mitotic arrest (D.W.N. and M.P.K., unpublished data). Since the cells could not anticipate the post-Start starvation, we conclude that they are able to sense Pi at cell cycle stages other than G1.

We propose the following model for PHO5 mitotic activation under conditions of limiting Pi (e.g., YPD). A yeast cell maintains cytosolic Pi at levels sufficient to satisfy metabolic needs and stores any excess as polyP. Upon reaching critical size and nutrient status, the cell will initiate Start and probably decrease cytosolic Pi rapidly while synthesizing nucleotides for DNA replication and transcription, as well as phospholipids.
for the enlarging bud. PolyP reduction also correlates with marked increases in sugar phosphates during synchronous entry into S phase (39, 105). As the intracellular $P_i$ concentration declines and is unable to be replenished by preferred extracellular $P_i$ (39), it may first be more expedient to degrade polyP to $P_i$, presumably by endo- (Ppn1) and exopolyPases (69, 137). Subsequently, when polyP reserves and hence cytosolic $P_i$ fall critically low, transcription of the $PHO$ and $PHM$ genes is activated. During M phase, and possibly into G1, rAPase synthesis leads to hydrolysis of phosphoesters in the medium, which supplies $P_i$ for import via the high affinity transporter Pho84, which is also expressed in mitosis (143). Increased cytosolic $P_i$ (or some anabolite of $P_i$) leads to attenuation of the $PHO$ mitotic induction. After metabolic growth requirements are met, excess $P_i$ is assimilated into polyP, thus reconciling the seeming paradox that cells synthesize polyP in response to $P_i$ deprivation.

The primary reason for $PHO$ mitotic expression may be to sequester as much $P_i$ as is feasible as vacuolar polyP. This view is supported in that $pho4\Delta$ cells exhibit a wild-type growth rate in YPD, despite the absence of detectable polyP (110) (Fig. 2-5B) and inability to activate PHO genes in mitosis (Fig. 2-1). Hence, the amount of $P_i$ (or phosphate esters) and basal levels of PHO gene expression are adequate for $pho4\Delta$ cells to meet their $P_i$ growth requirements. Therefore, mitotic PHO activation may simply confer an adaptive advantage through hoarding $P_i$ as polyP or significant conservation of transcriptional resources, antagonizing excessive activation of $PHO5$ (Figs. 2-8, 2-9) and ~20 additional $PHO$, $PHM/VTC$, and other genes (52, 110).

We find that activation of $PHO5$ during mitosis in YPD and the initial period of
Pi starvation are strongly dependent on SNF/SWI and Gcn5 (Fig. 2-2). In contrast, activation of PHO5 in asynchronous cultures extensively starved for Pi is refractory to the loss of both chromatin-remodeling activities (37, 43). This apparent discrepancy is potentially explained by a global requirement for Gcn5 and SNF/SWI in mitotic gene expression (67). The relatively short time (~15-30 min) of mitotic activation may also contribute to the pronounced Gcn5 and SNF/SWI dependence, since these coactivators are needed for wild-type rates of PHO5 activation (7) (Fig. 2-2E). Because snf/swi and gcn5 mutants have very low levels of polyP (Fig. 2-6), it is unlikely that they exhibit lower rates of PHO5 activation due to impaired growth and hence slower depletion of cellular Pi. Moreover, the rates of transactivation of double snf/swi phm3 and gcn5 phm3 mutants with undetectable polyP are also lower than phm3 cells (data not shown).

PHO5 transcription is also Gcn5- and SNF/SWI-dependent in asynchronous cultures grown in YPD (51, 145), but does not require SNF/SWI in synthetic minimal medium (145). We propose that this media-specific difference for SNF/SWI can now be explained in terms of polyP. Mitotic expression of PHO5 in cells grown in YPD is higher due to its low levels of Pi and hence vacuolar polyP. In contrast, the high Pi concentration (7.3 mM) of minimal medium leads to substantial increases in polyP that repress M-phase expression (Fig. 2-5).

The antagonism between polyP/Pi levels and the magnitude of PHO activation suggests that nutrient sensing may underlie the transcriptional periodicity of other cell cycle-regulated genes. In particular, transcripts for genes involved in the transport of a variety of nutrients in addition to Pi, including carbohydrates, heavy metals, ions, and
amino acids, fluctuate during the cell cycle (143). Genes involved in glycogen (GSY1) and fatty acid synthesis (FAA1, FAS1) are also cell cycle-regulated in rich medium. Depending on the particular sensing system, the presence or absence of nutrients may lead to periodic increases or decreases in transcription of genes during the cell cycle. Alternatively, the low levels of P_i in YPD may contribute indirectly to the periodic expression of some genes. For example, mitotic induction of the plasma membrane ATPase, PMA1, may generate the proton gradient that is requisite for Pho84-mediated symport of P_i (and many other nutrients). Finally, since polyP chelates cations (30), it is plausible that their uptake is coordinated with polyP synthesis. It remains to be seen if the loss of polyP affects transcription of any of these additional cell cycle-regulated genes.
CHAPTER III
NOVEL ROLES FOR MCM1 AND SFF AS TRANSCRIPTIONAL ACTIVATORS OF MITOTIC PHO5 INDUCTION

Introduction
Propagation of all species requires proliferation at the cellular level. Controlled by the cell division cycle, cellular duplication occurs by the time-dependent execution of predetermined events. Regulation of these cell cycle events occurs through a variety of mechanisms most commonly orchestrated by a master regulator, like Cdc28 in the budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. A significant portion of this regulation occurs at the post-transcriptional level such as targeted protein degradation (122). Recently, however, several groups have confirmed that an important aspect of cell cycle regulation occurs at the transcriptional level, with approximately 13% of *S. cerevisiae* genes being expressed in a cell cycle-dependent fashion (19, 143). Regulation of cell cycle-dependent transcription seems to occur predominantly, yet not exclusively, via three classes of transcriptional activators, including SBF/MBF, Ace2/Swi5, and Mcm1 that regulate G1/S, M, and M/G1-dependent transcription, respectively (143). It is important to note that the roles outlined for these transcription factors are oversimplified as some overlap does occur, most notably for Mcm1, which has been shown to have important functions in virtually all phases of the cell cycle (34, 88).

Control of cell cycle-dependent transcription occurs most likely through cell cycle stage-dependent phosphorylation of transcription factors by Cdc28. It has, for example, been well established that Cdc28-Cln3 and Cdc28-Cib2, respectively, activate
and repress SBF/MBF and thereby control G1-specific transcription (63, 162). It is similarly thought that Cdc28-Clb2 controls mitotic gene activation, as overexpression of Clb2 induces transcription of many M- and M/G1-regulated genes. Clb2-responsive genes almost always contain binding sites for Mcm1 as well as Fkh1/2, commonly referred to as switch five factor (SFF) (143). Fkh1 and Fkh2 are transcriptional activators named for the similarity in their DNA binding domains to the forkhead proteins of higher eukaryotes. While Fkh1 and Fkh2 have redundant roles in controlling pseudohyphal growth (50), Fkh1 is required for silencing of \textit{HMRa} (50), and Fkh2 cooperates with Mcm1 to activate transcription of genes expressed during mitosis (65, 166). Both Mcm1 and Fkh2 have been shown to be phosphorylated, but only Fkh2 is phosphorylated in a cell cycle-dependent manner (70, 124). Evidence, however, has suggested that transcriptional control by Clb2 may be acting through phosphorylation of Ndd1, an essential coactivator for Mcm1-Fkh2-dependent gene activation (132).

Among the genes induced by Clb2 overexpression are the M/G1-specific acid phosphatases \textit{PHO5}, \textit{PHO3}, \textit{PHO11}, and \textit{PHO12}, which are induced by P\textsubscript{i} starvation (110, 143). Cell cycle expression of these, and possibly other nutrient-responsive genes, seems to occur independently of traditional cell cycle regulators, as we showed that their mitotic expression is controlled almost exclusively by the P\textsubscript{i}-dependent transcriptional activators Pho4 and Pho2 (103). More importantly, full repression of mitotic \textit{PHO5} induction is achieved by the addition of exogenous P\textsubscript{i} to the medium, indicating that induction occurs not due to predetermined cell cycle events, but rather was responding
to cell cycle-dependent P<sub>i</sub> starvation. It is unclear then why mitotic expression of PHO5 is controlled through both P<sub>i</sub> fluctuations, as well as the master regulator Cdc28.

This work elucidates the interplay between the cell cycle-dependent transcription machinery and P<sub>i</sub>-responsive transactivators in controlling mitotic expression of PHO5. We show that Mcm1 and SFF contribute to mitotic expression of PHO5. Binding of Mcm1 to the PHO5 promoter is not detectable in rich medium, which is partially limiting for P<sub>i</sub>, but increases upon P<sub>i</sub> starvation and is dependent on both Pho4 and Pho2. We therefore define Mcm1 and SFF as important transcriptional regulators of PHO5 that ensure maximal mitotic activation during each cell division cycle.

**Materials and methods**

**Yeast strains and media.** *S. cerevisiae* strains used in this study are listed in Table 3-1. Strains used for overexpression of MCM1 contain pSTAR, consisting of a doxycycline-responsive activator (TetA) and repressor (TetR) that are to be described elsewhere (A. Dhasarathy and M. Kladde, personal communication). In the absence of doxycycline, the repressor, TetR, is bound to a promoter containing seven tet operator (tetO) sites and thereby represses transcription. Upon the addition of doxycycline, TetR is displaced and transcription is activated on TetA binding. Strains used to analyze the effects of FKH gene deletions are derived from the W303 strain background. All other strains are in the S288C background. Strains were grown in standard rich medium (YPD) containing yeast extract (Difco), peptone (Difco), and glucose as indicated. Synthetic, P<sub>i</sub>-free medium contained 0.7 g yeast nitrogen base (YNB) without (NH₄)₂SO₄, phosphate, or amino acids (Bio101), 2 g glutamine, 20 g glucose, 3.9 g MES
(2-N-morpholino ethanesulfonic acid, pH 5.5), and 0.74 g complete synthetic medium lacking histidine, per liter. Growth media were supplemented with KH₂PO₄ to obtain the desired Pᵢ concentration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNY2772</td>
<td>MATα mcm1Δ::kanMX4 pJM231-[CEN-HIS3-MCM1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2773</td>
<td>MATα mcm1Δ::kanMX4 pJM231-[CEN-HIS3-mcm1R¹⁹A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2774</td>
<td>MATα/MATα ho::pSTAR/HO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRY2642</td>
<td>MATα/MATα ho::pSTAR/HO K.l. URA3-tetO7-MCM1/MCM1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2929</td>
<td>MATα</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2979</td>
<td>MATα fkh2Δ::HIS3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2980</td>
<td>MATα fkh1Δ::TRP1 fkh2Δ::HIS3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2981</td>
<td>MATα fkh1Δ::TRP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY1061</td>
<td>MATα bar1Δ::R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2768</td>
<td>MATα PHO5⁶mcm1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2757</td>
<td>MATα PHO5⁶ff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2850</td>
<td>MATα PHO5⁶mcm1ff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBY1259</td>
<td>MATα MCM1-3HA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2824</td>
<td>MATα MCM1-3HA pho80Δ::kanMX4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2907</td>
<td>MATα MCM1-3HA pho4Δ::URA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNY2927</td>
<td>MATα MCM1-3HA pho2Δ::kanMX4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁴Strains are also leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0 his3Δ1 pho3Δ::R-URA3-R, where R is a Zygosaccharomyces rouxii recombinase site that remains after intramolecular recombination (60).⁵Strains are homzygous diploids and are also leu2Δ0/leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0/lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0/ura3Δ0 pho3Δ::R/pha3Δ::R.⁶Strains are also ade2-1 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1 can1-100 pho3Δ::R-URA3-R.⁷Strains are also leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0 pho3Δ::R.⁸Strains are in the S288C background.⁹Strains are in the W303 background.

**Phosphatase activity assays.** Strains were grown overnight in YPD to mid-logarithmic phase at 30°C and were diluted to an OD₆₀₀ = 0.03 with fresh YPD and grown for an
additional 6 hr. Phosphatase assays were performed as previously described (103). For the \textit{MCM1} overexpression analysis, strains were diluted into YPD or YPD + 2 \textmu g/ml doxycycline. For P\textsubscript{i} starvation experiments, cells were grown overnight in synthetic medium containing 13.4 mM P\textsubscript{i} at 30\textdegree C. Then, cells were washed and resuspended in synthetic P\textsubscript{i}-free medium, grown at 30\textdegree C for 7 hr and assayed for rAPase activity at the indicated times.

\textbf{Chromatin immunoprecipitation analysis.} Yeast cells were grown overnight in synthetic medium containing 13.4 mM P\textsubscript{i} at 30\textdegree C. Cells were washed in P\textsubscript{i}-free medium, then grown in either P\textsubscript{i}-free or 13.4 mM P\textsubscript{i} medium for 24 hr, and then 50 ml of culture (at OD\textsubscript{600} = 0.4-1.0) were treated with 1% formaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature. The cross-linking reaction was quenched by the addition of glycine to 125 mM and incubation for 5 min at room temperature. The formaldehyde-treated cells were pelleted and washed twice with Tris-buffered saline (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl). Cells were then lysed through the addition of lysis buffer [50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 1% Triton-X 100, 0.1% deoxycholate, protease inhibitors (complete protease inhibitor tablet, Roche) and 1 mM PMSF], and glass beads followed by vigorous agitation in a bead beater (twice for 60 sec). Chromatin extracts were sonicated three times for 25 sec on level 4 (VirSonic100). Immunoprecipitation reactions contained 500 \mu l sheared chromatin, 120 \mu l 3.6 M NaCl, and 5 \mu l monoclonal anti-HA antibody (HA.11, Covance) and were incubated overnight at 4\textdegree C. Protein A sepharose beads were added to the immunoprecipitations and incubated for 1 hr at 4\textdegree C. Pelleted beads were washed twice with lysis buffer lacking protease inhibitors and PMSF, once with
lysis buffer lacking protease inhibitors and PMSF + 500 mM NaCl, once with wash buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 0.75 M LiCl, 0.5% NP40, 0.5% deoxycholate, 1 mM EDTA) and twice with 1X TE (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA). DNA from the immunoselected chromatin was eluted by two additions of 75 µl TES (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA, 1% SDS) at 65°C for 10 min. Protein-DNA cross-links were reversed by further incubation at 65°C overnight. DNA was purified by the addition of 125 µl H2O and 0.125 mg proteinase K, incubation at 37°C for 90 min, and isolation by the Wizard Prep PCR purification kit (Promega). DNA was eluted in 30 µl 0.1X TE buffer. For input samples, 30 µl cell extract were incubated with 95 µl TES, cross-links were reversed, and DNA was purified as described for other samples. ChIP samples were quantified by measuring their band intensities using a phosphorimager. Data is presented as a ratio of the immunoprecipitated promoter (PHO5, PHO3, PHO11/12, or PHO84) to the control promoter (WHI4) normalized to the ratio of the input samples.

Results

**PHO3, PHO5, PHO11, and PHO12 share Mcm1 and SFF binding sites.** To explore if cell cycle-dependent transcriptional activators are required for mitotic expression of P$_i$-responsive genes, we aligned the promoter regions of the acid phosphatase genes PHO5, PHO3, and PHO11/12, and compared them to the promoters of the mitotically-induced genes SWI5, KIN3, and SPO12 (143). The promoter regions of PHO11 and PHO12 are identical and are therefore shown as one sequence. Consensus Mcm1 and SFF binding sites (82) were found approximately 170, 140, and 170 base pairs upstream
of the start codons of PHO5, PHO3, and PHO11/12, respectively (Fig. 3-1).

Interestingly, the Mcm1 binding sites of all four acid phosphatases are 60% identical to those of KIN3, SPO12 (143), and SWI5 (80), suggesting an important role for Mcm1 in the activation of the acid phosphatase genes. The SFF binding sites are 71% identical, further suggesting a role for Mcm1/SFF in the activation of Pho5, Pho3, Pho11, and Pho12. When we examined the promoters of PHO84 and PHM4, also Pi-dependent genes expressed in mitosis (143), neither binding site was found (data not shown). This suggests that Mcm1 and SFF binding sites, unlike Pho4 and Pho2 sites, are not common to all genes that respond to limiting Pi. Furthermore, when analyzing data of Spellman et al. (143), it is evident that mitotic expression of both PHO84 and PHM4 is approximately 3-fold lower than that of PHO5, PHO3, PHO11, and PHO12. Since PHO84 and PHM4 expression are still cyclic, we hypothesized that Mcm1 and SFF are not defining the oscillation of mitotic PHO5 induction, but rather are assisting in the transcriptional amplitude of each oscillation.

**Mcm1 and SFF are activators of PHO5.** Mcm1 can function as both a transcriptional activator and repressor (33). We determined the role, if any, of Mcm1 in PHO5 transcription. As Mcm1 is an essential gene, we utilized a partial loss of function allele, mcm1R19A, previously shown to be partly defective in both DNA binding and transcriptional activation (1), to assay the effects of reduced Mcm1 activity on PHO5 expression. Plasmids carrying either the wild-type or mcm1R19A allele were transformed
FIG. 3-1. Mcm1 binding sites in the promoters of PHO5, PHO3, and PHO11/12 are homologous to those of KIN3, SPO12, and SWI5. (A) Schematic representation of the PHO5 promoter. Mcm1 and SFF binding sites are positioned close to nucleosome –1 as indicated. UASp1 is positioned between nucleosomes –2 and –3, while UASp2 is blocked by nucleosome –2. (B) Mcm1 and SFF binding sites of selected gene promoters were aligned using the CLUSTALW algorithm. Positions highlighted in green are fully conserved, while those highlighted in yellow vary by one base.

into heterozygous diploid strains lacking one genomic copy of MCM1. Strains were sporulated, dissected, and subsequently screened for those carrying only the plasmid-borne copy of MCM1. Wild-type and mcm1<sup>R19A</sup> strains were grown overnight in YPD, shifted to fresh YPD, and grown for an additional 6 hr prior to measuring PHO5 activation by an acid phosphatase activity assay. Our previous work has shown that the repressible acid phosphatase (rAPase) activity of asynchronous YPD cultures is due to mitotic PHO5 induction (103). Wild-type strains exhibited approximately 170 Miller
units activity, while \textit{mcm1}^{R19A} strains achieved only about 60\% of wild-type activity (Fig. 3-2A), suggesting that Mcm1 is required for full mitotic \textit{PHO5} induction.

Overexpression of \textit{MCM1} has served as an efficient way to define its role in either transcriptional activation or repression (3). To confirm further the role of Mcm1 as an activator of \textit{PHO5} transcription, we overexpressed one genomic copy of \textit{MCM1} in a homozygous diploid strain by replacing the wild-type promoter with a doxycycline-responsive promoter in cells expressing a doxycycline-responsive activator. Strains were grown overnight in YPD, and then diluted into either fresh YPD or YPD containing 2 µg/ml doxycycline to induce expression of \textit{MCM1}, and rAPase activity was assayed after 6 hr. While the addition of doxycycline to the wild-type strain had no effect on \textit{PHO5} expression (Fig. 3-2B), it did result in a 5-fold induction of \textit{PHO5} in strains carrying the inducible \textit{MCM1} allele (Fig. 3-2B), further supporting the role of Mcm1 as an activator of mitotic \textit{PHO5} induction.

Like Mcm1, components of SFF have been shown to be important for both transcriptional activation and silencing (50). Recent microarray data have shown that deletions in both \textit{FKH1} and \textit{FKH2} have no detectable effect on the mitotic induction of \textit{PHO5} (166). Nevertheless, the presence of a highly conserved, consensus SFF binding site in all four acid phosphatase promoters does suggest a role for either Fkh1 or Fkh2 in the induction of \textit{PHO5} transcription. To test the hypothesis that SFF is acting with Mcm1 to activate \textit{PHO5} transcription, we assayed the ability of strains lacking \textit{FKH1} and/or \textit{FKH2} to activate \textit{PHO5} in asynchronous YPD cultures. Wild-type, \textit{fkh1Δ}, \textit{fkh2Δ},
FIG. 3-2. Expression of PHO5 is dependent on Mcm1 and SFF. Total rAPase activities of asynchronous YPD cultures of (A) Wild-type (WT) and mcm1<sup>R19A</sup> strains, (B) Wild-type (WT) and tetO<sub>7</sub>-MCM1 strains in either YPD or YPD + 2 µM doxycycline, and (C) wild-type (WT), fkh1<sup>Δ</sup>, fkh2<sup>Δ</sup>, and fkh1<sup>Δ</sup> fkh2<sup>Δ</sup> strains (N = 3, mean ± 1SD).

and fkh1<sup>Δ</sup> fkh2<sup>Δ</sup> strains were grown overnight in YPD diluted into fresh YPD, and grown for 6 hr before measuring rAPase activity. Induction of PHO5 is unaffected in a fkh2<sup>Δ</sup> strain but is reduced by approximately 30% in a fkh1<sup>Δ</sup> strain (Fig. 3-2C), suggesting that Fkh1 is more important for expression of PHO5. This result was surprising as Fkh2 was shown to be more important for Mcm1-dependent activation of
mitotically-induced genes (65). Deletion of both FKH1 and FKH2 reduced PHO5 activation by approximately 40% (Fig. 3-2C).

FIG. 3-3. Mcm1 and SFF are direct activators of PHO5 transcription. (A) Putative Mcm1 and SFF binding sites of the PHO5 promoter. Mutations in Mcm1 and SFF recognition sequences are shown in red. (B) Total rAPase activities of asynchronous YPD cultures of wild-type (WT), PHO5mcm1, PHO5sff, and PHO5mcm1sff strains in YPD (N = 3, mean ± 1SD).

Direct activation of PHO5 by Mcm1 and SFF. To test if Mcm1 is a direct activator of PHO5 expression, we introduced well-characterized point mutations (Fig. 3-3A) to inactivate the Mcm1 (38, 81) and SFF (65) binding sites both singly and together, and assayed their effects on mitotic PHO5 activation. Wild-type, PHO5mcm1, PHO5sff, and PHO5mcm1sff strains were grown overnight in YPD, then shifted to fresh YPD medium and grown for 6 hr. rAPase activity was reduced by 50% (Fig. 3-3B) in the
$PHO5^{mcm1}$ strain, similar to the loss seen for the $mcm1^{R19A}$ allele (Fig 3-2A). Slightly lower (40%) reduction in $PHO5$ expression is observed in the $PHO5^{sff}$ strain (Fig. 3-3B), which is similar to that of the $fkh1\Delta fkh2\Delta$ strain (Fig. 3-2C). $PHO5^{mcm1sff}$ strains showed a 50% decrease in $PHO5$ activation, similar to the $PHO5^{mcm1}$ strain (Fig. 3-3B). Since no additional loss of $PHO5$ activation is seen in the $PHO5^{mcm1sff}$ strain, these results suggest that Mcm1 and SFF may be components of the same pathway leading to $PHO5$ expression.

We were interested in determining if the role of Mcm1 as a $PHO5$ activator is restricted to mitotic induction in YPD or if it has similar functions under fully activating conditions in synthetic Pi-free medium. Wild-type, $PHO5^{mcm1}$, $PHO5^{sff}$, and $PHO5^{mcm1sff}$ strains were grown overnight in synthetic medium containing 13.4 mM Pi, then were washed and resuspended in Pi-free medium, and rAPase activity was assayed at the indicated times. $PHO5$ activation in $PHO5^{mcm1}$ and $PHO5^{mcm1sff}$ strains was reduced by 60%-70% during the first 180 min of Pi starvation compared to wild-type strains (Fig. 3-4). After 4 hr of Pi starvation, rAPase activity in $PHO5^{mcm1}$ strains is only 40% lower than wild-type levels, and is essentially unchanged from wild-type levels by 7 hr of Pi starvation. $PHO5$ activation in $PHO5^{sff}$ strains was also reduced by about 70% during the first 60 min of starvation. After 90 min of starvation, $PHO5$ activation in $PHO5^{sff}$ strains was only 50% lower than wild-type strains and approximately 20% higher than activation in $PHO5^{mcm1}$ strains (Fig. 3-4). Within 4 hr of Pi starvation, $PHO5$ activation in $PHO5^{sff}$ was similar to the wild-type strain. Together with the $mcm1^{R19A}$ and $fkh1\Delta$
Mcm1 is associated with acid phosphatase promoters. To establish further that Mcm1 acts as an activator of yeast acid phosphatases, we wanted to test if Mcm1 associates with the promoters of PHO5, PHO3, and PHO11/12 by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) analysis. When a strain carrying an HA-tagged allele of MCM1 was grown in YPD, Mcm1 association with the PHO5 promoter is not detectable by ChIP (data not shown). This was surprising as Mcm1 is bound constitutively to the promoters of SWI5, CDC6, CLN3, and SWI4 (3, 82). However, unlike SWI5 and CDC6, Mcm1 is not the primary transcriptional activator at PHO5. It is therefore possible that the association of Mcm1 with the PHO5 promoter is dependent on prior gene activation through P_i starvation. To assay for such a requirement, the MCM1-3HA strain was grown overnight in synthetic medium containing 13.4 mM P_i, washed, and resuspended in synthetic P_i-free medium. After 24 hr of P_i starvation, formaldehyde-treated cells were subjected to ChIP analysis. As in YPD medium, Mcm1 is not detected at any of the acid phosphatase promoters under high-P_i conditions (Fig. 3-5A, B). Upon P_i starvation, Mcm1 becomes associated with all four acid phosphatase promoters (Fig. 3-5A, B). Since the promoter regions of PHO11 and PHO12 are identical, the immuno-enriched signal is the sum of Mcm1 binding to both promoters. Mcm1 is not detected at the
FIG. 3-4. Mcm1 and SFF contribute to the kinetics of Pi starvation-dependent activation of PHO5. Time course of PHO5 activation in wild-type (WT), PHO5<sup>mcm1</sup>, PHO5<sup>sff</sup>, and PHO5<sup>mcm1sff</sup> strains. Asynchronous cultures were grown on defined 13.4 mM Pi medium, then starved for Pi, and assayed for total rAPase activity at the indicated times (N = 3, mean ± 1SD).
FIG. 3-5. Mcm1 associates with acid phosphatase promoters after Pi starvation. (A) An MCM1-3HA strain was grown overnight in synthetic medium containing 13.4 mM Pi, washed, and subsequently grown in synthetic Pi-free medium for 24 hr prior to ChIP analysis. Immunoselected DNA (4 µl) was PCR amplified for enrichment of either PHO5, PHO3, PHO11/12, PHO84, or WHI4 promoter sequences in the presence of [α-32P]dCTP, and was analyzed in a 5% polyacrylamide gel. A 2-fold dilution of each sample is indicated by the triangle. Non-diluted DNA from a wild-type strain with no HA tag (no tag) is analyzed on each gel. (B) Quantification of the association between Mcm1-HA and acid phosphatase promoters. Presented are ratios of each indicated promoter to the control promoter (WHI4), normalized to the ratio of the input sample, which was taken from the +P_i culture. Data shown are representative of four independent experiments.
PHO84 promoter in high- or low-Pi medium, consistent with it lacking a discernable Mcm1 binding site (Fig. 3-5A, B). Due to the functional importance of Mcm1 in PHO5 activation in YPD medium (Fig. 3-2 and 3-3) and initially after P_i starvation (Fig. 3-4), conditions that are submaximal for induction we conclude that Mcm1 is likely to be associated with the PHO5 promoter at levels below the detection limit of ChIP analysis.

**Association of Mcm1 with the PHO5 promoter is dependent on Pho4 and Pho2.**

The primary transcriptional activators Pho4 and Pho2 bind cooperatively to most PHO promoters (6). Therefore, we sought to determine if the association of Mcm1 with the PHO5 promoter is similarly dependent on either Pho4 or Pho2. **MCM1-3HA** strains lacking either **PHO4** or **PHO2**, were starved for P_i for 24 hr at which time Mcm1 binding was assayed. Mcm1 associates with the PHO5 promoter in wild-type cells as an approximately 7-fold enrichment of PHO5 over the control sequence, **WHI4**, is detected (Fig. 3-6A, B). However, in **pho4Δ** and **pho2Δ** strains, the association of Mcm1 with the PHO5 promoter is not detected. This suggests that, in addition to P_i starvation, the association of Mcm1 with the PHO5 promoter depends on prior gene activation by Pho2 and Pho4.

**PHO5 gene activation in pho80Δ strains is not sufficient for Mcm1 binding.** Thus far, our data show that the association of Mcm1 with the PHO5 promoter is dependent on P_i starvation (Fig. 3-5A, C), which leads to Pho4 and Pho2 binding and gene activation. To determine if Pho4 and Pho2 binding are sufficient for the interaction of Mcm1 and the PHO5 promoter, we performed ChIP analysis in a strain lacking the Pho85-specific cyclin Pho80, which leads to constitutive activation in the presence of
high P\textsubscript{i}. Wild-type and \textit{pho80}\textDelta strains were grown overnight in high-P\textsubscript{i} medium, washed in P\textsubscript{i}-free medium, and then grown in 13.4 mM or P\textsubscript{i}-free medium for 24 hr. As shown in Figure 3-7, Mcm1 is not detected at the \textit{PHO5} promoter in the wild-type strain under high-P\textsubscript{i} conditions. Similarly, despite the constitutive activation of \textit{PHO5}, no significant association of Mcm1 with the \textit{PHO5} promoter is observed in a \textit{pho80}\textDelta strain.

**FIG. 3-6.** Pho4 and Pho2 are required for Mcm1 to associate with the \textit{PHO5} promoter. (A) Wild-type (\textit{WT}), \textit{pho4}\textDelta, and \textit{pho2}\textDelta strains with \textit{MCM1-3HA} alleles were grown overnight in synthetic medium containing 13.4 mM P\textsubscript{i}, washed, and subsequently grown in synthetic P\textsubscript{i}-free medium for 24 hr. Immunoselected DNA (4 µl) was amplified in all lanes except for the 2-fold dilutions as indicated by the triangles. (B) Quantification of the association between Mcm1-HA and the \textit{PHO5} promoter. \textit{WHI4} serves as a control for non-specific immunoprecipitation. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments.
FIG. 3-7. *PHO5* derepression in *pho80Δ* strains is insufficient for Mcm1 binding. (A) Wild-type (WT) and *pho80Δ* strains with *MCM1-3HA* alleles were grown overnight in synthetic medium containing 13.4 mM Pi, washed, and subsequently grown in either 13.4 mM or synthetic Pi-free medium for 24 hr. ChIP samples were analyzed as in FIG. 3-5. (B) Quantification of the association between Mcm1-HA and the *PHO5* promoter. *WHI4* serves as a control for non-specific immunoprecipitation. (C) Total rAPase activities of internal aliquots of cells in A after 24 hr of Pi starvation. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments.
grown in high-P_i medium. Only when the pho80Δ strain was starved for P_i is Mcm1 detected at the PHO5 promoter at levels similar to the wild-type strain. This suggests that while PHO5 activation through Pho4 and Pho2 binding is essential, it is not sufficient for Mcm1 to associate with the PHO5 promoter. As has been observed previously (43), deletion of PHO80 leads to submaximal levels of PHO5 induction, which approximately double upon P_i starvation (Fig. 3-7C). This suggests that an additional P_i-dependent starvation signal that is independent of the canonical PHO pathway may affect PHO5 activation and Mcm1 binding.

**Discussion**

In this report, we have investigated the role of cell cycle-dependent transcriptional activators in the mitotic activation of PHO5. Sequence analysis of the PHO5 promoter revealed consensus binding sites for both Mcm1 and SFF (Fig. 3-1), closely resembling those of SWI5, KIN3, and SPO12. Similar binding sites were also found in the promoters of PHO3, PHO11, and PHO12, coding for three highly related acid phosphatases, while neither binding site was found in the promoter of PHO84 coding for the high-affinity P_i transporter, or PHM4 coding for a subunit of the putative polyP synthase complex (110). We have shown that mitotic induction of PHO5 is dependent, at least in part, on the transcriptional activators Mcm1 and Fkh1. Strains with the partial loss-of-function allele, mcm1^{R19A} (Fig. 3-2A), as well as strains deleted for FKH1 (Fig. 3-2C), exhibit a 40% loss of mitotic PHO5 activation. Overexpression of MCM1 further confirmed its role as a PHO5 transactivator, resulting in a 5-fold
increase in PHO5 expression (Fig. 3-2B). In order to establish Mcm1 as a direct activator of PHO5 expression, point mutations (Fig. 3-3A) were introduced into either or both the Mcm1 and SFF binding sites and assayed for defects in mitotic PHO5 activation. PHO5<sup>mcm1</sup>, PHO5<sup>sff</sup>, and PHO5<sup>mcm1sff</sup> strains showed approximately 2-fold lower induction of PHO5 in mitosis (Fig. 3-3B), as observed for <i>mcm1</i><sup>R19A</sup> (Fig. 3-2A) and <i>fhk1Δ fhk2Δ</i> (Fig. 3-2C) strains. Mutations in the Mcm1 and SFF binding sites also lead to significant defects in P<sub>i</sub> starvation-dependent activation of PHO5, increasing at a slower rate and reaching only 30-40% of wild-type activity at early times of activation (Fig. 3-4). In contrast, PHO5<sup>sff</sup> strains had smaller defects in starvation-dependent activation, suggesting that Mcm1 is more important for PHO5 activation (Fig. 3-4). The roles of Mcm1 and Fkh1 in activation are surprisingly similar to those previously reported for the chromatin remodeling enzymes Gcn5 and Snf2/Swi2, which also are important for mitotic PHO5 activation (103) and the initial rate of PHO5 activation following P<sub>i</sub> starvation (7, 103).

To show that Mcm1 is a direct activator, we assayed its association with several P<sub>i</sub>-responsive promoters by ChIP analysis. Surprisingly, Mcm1 is not detected at any of the acid phosphatase promoters in YPD, which is only partially limiting for P<sub>i</sub>, or in high-P<sub>i</sub> medium (Fig. 3-5A, B), though it does associate upon P<sub>i</sub> starvation. Mcm1 does not interact with all P<sub>i</sub>-responsive promoters though, as we were unable to detect it at the PHO84 promoter under either high- or low-P<sub>i</sub> conditions.

To distinguish between PHO5 gene activation and P<sub>i</sub> starvation as prerequisites for the association of Mcm1 with the PHO5 promoter, we assayed promoter occupancy
by Mcm1 in strains lacking the cyclin Pho80, which results in PHO5 activation under repressive conditions. Strains deleted for PHO80 have no detectable Mcm1 at the PHO5 promoter in YPD (data not shown) or high-Pi conditions (Fig. 3-6A, B), despite having high levels of PHO5 expression (Fig. 3-6C). However, upon Pi starvation, Mcm1 associates with the PHO5 promoter in both wild-type and pho80Δ strains, demonstrating that gene activation alone is insufficient for factor binding. Strains without the transactivators Pho4 and Pho2 also lacked detectable association of Mcm1 with the PHO5 promoter even after 24 hr of Pi starvation, indicating that Pi starvation alone is not sufficient to allow for Mcm1 binding (Fig. 3-7A, B).

It is interesting that the association of Mcm1 with the promoters of PHO5, PHO3, and PHO11/12 cannot be detected under repressing (high Pi) or partially activating conditions (YPD) (Fig. 3-5A, B), as the factor is constitutively bound to the SWI5 and CDC6 promoters (3). While the reasons for these differences are unclear, it is likely that the sensitivity of the ChIP assay precludes detection of low levels of Mcm1 binding. This is supported by the finding that mutations in the Mcm1 binding site, reduce PHO5 activation at early points after Pi starvation is initiated (Fig. 3-4).

A novel finding of our work is that Mcm1 binding increases in response to Pi starvation. It is plausible that Mcm1 binds in response to a signal created by the PHO pathway. However, this is unlikely as Mcm1 binding is not detectable at the PHO5 promoter during constitutive activation of the pathway in strains lacking the cyclin PHO80. It is possible, though, that a signal independent of the PHO pathway is generated by Pi starvation that contributes to Mcm1 binding. One such signal could be
created through nutrient starvation-dependent growth arrest that occurs when yeast cells are starved for essential nutrients like nitrogen, carbon, or phosphate. Cells will arrest in late G1 until the missing nutrient is acquired (78, 149). Nitrogen and carbon starvation cause rapid decreases in transcription of CLN1, CLN2, and CLN3. Similarly, arrest due to P, starvation also leads to decreases in both CLN1 and CLN2, but not CLN3, transcription (116). Though a direct connection is not yet apparent, it is interesting to speculate that the loss of CLN1 or CLN2 during P, starvation may result in activation and increased binding of Mcm1. This hypothesis is supported by findings that suggest growth in poor carbon sources, such as glycerol or lactate, lowers both CLN1 and CLN2 transcription (116) and likewise results in increased binding of Mcm1 to the CDC6 promoter (17, 82).

Our data show that a PHO80-independent signal is required for Mcm1 to become associated with the PHO5 promoter. Yet, PHO5 gene activation is similarly essential, as neither pho4Δ nor pho2Δ strains show any detectable Mcm1 at the promoter. Several possibilities exist for why Pho4 and Pho2 are required to detect Mcm1 at the PHO5 promoter. First, Mcm1 may bind cooperatively with either Pho4 or Pho2. An interaction between Mcm1 and Pho2 is especially intriguing as Pho2 shares close homology to the homeodomain proteins Yhp1 and Yox1, both previously established as regulators of Mcm1 activity (125). Alternatively, it is possible that Pho4 and Pho2 are required to recruit chromatin remodeling machinery (44) to the PHO5 promoter so as to make the promoter accessible for Mcm1 binding.
Together, our findings define two distinct requirements for the association of Mcm1 with the *PHO5* promoter, namely P$_i$ starvation and transactivation of *PHO5* through Pho4 and Pho2. While these requirements are usually mutually exclusive, an important distinction needs to be made in this case, as both are essential but neither is sufficient for Mcm1 to bind the *PHO5* promoter.

We have shown that Mcm1 as well as Fkh1 are transcriptional activators of mitotic *PHO5* expression and contribute to the kinetics of *PHO5* induction upon P$_i$ starvation (Fig. 3-3A). Furthermore, our data suggest that Mcm1 plays a more important role than SFF, as loss of SFF is consistently less severe to transactivation than a loss of Mcm1 function (Fig. 3-2, 3-3, 3-4). Our results support a model of mitotic *PHO5* induction in which cell cycle-dependent fluctuations in P$_i$ (103) lead to binding of the canonical PHO activators, Pho4 and Pho2, which are aided by the mitotic regulators Mcm1 and SFF.
CHAPTER IV

CONSTITUTIVE ACTIVATION OF YEAST POLYPHOSPHATE SYNTHASES RESULTS IN OVERACIDIFICATION OF THE VACUOLE AND INCREASED SUSCEPTIBILITY TO TOXINS

Introduction

Single-cell microorganisms, like the budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, encounter a myriad of environmental stresses, including nutrient deprivation, rapid changes in temperature, pH and osmolarity, as well as the presence of toxic agents or metals. To counter these stresses, organisms utilize complex signal transduction cascades (148) to activate specific biological responses allowing for survival and propagation of the species. One such response is to sequester and detoxify the offending agent in the vacuole (147). Sequestration of potential toxins, such as high levels of Na\(^+\) or Ca\(^{2+}\), can occur directly through vacuolar membrane transporters, like Nhx1 and Vcx1, respectively (26, 102), or indirectly through endocytotic or autophagic mechanisms (89, 113). Like many vacuolar ion transporters, Nhx1 and Vcx1 are proton antiporters, requiring an acidified vacuole for proper function. Similarly, the endocytotic and autophagic machinery require acidified membrane vesicles (99).

The necessary vacuolar proton-motive force is generated by the vacuolar H\(^+\)-translocating ATPase (V-ATPase) that derives energy from ATP hydrolysis to pump protons into the vacuolar lumen. Deletion of components essential for V-ATPase stability leads to lethality on medium containing high levels of NaCl, CaCl\(_2\), sorbitol, and certain metals (165). Recent work has shown that strains lacking either the cyclin-
dependent kinase (CDK) Pho85 or the corresponding cyclin Pho80 are, similar to V-ATPase mutants, sensitive to high salt concentrations and to low levels of certain toxins, including the protein synthesis inhibitor G418 and the DNA-damaging agent 4-nitroquinoline N-oxide (4-NQO) (52). These sensitivities are thought to be caused by vacuolar defects as vacuoles of both pho85Δ and pho80Δ strains are 4-fold larger than those of wild-type strains and are deficient in fluid-based endocytosis. Since loss of either PHO85 or PHO80 results in the constitutive activation of the PHO pathway and P₁-responsive genes, it is not surprising that both stress susceptibility as well as vacuolar morphology defects are suppressed by a secondary deletion of PHO4 (52). Pho4, a transcriptional activator, controls expression of PHO genes during times of P₁ starvation. During growth in high P₁, Pho4 is phosphorylated by Pho80/Pho85 at five different serine residues and exported to the cytoplasm. Upon P₁ starvation, the CDK inhibitor Pho81 inhibits Pho85-dependent phosphorylation of Pho4, thereby allowing for its nuclear import and transcription of P₁-responsive genes (135).

Like a PHO4 null allele, deletion of PHM3/VTC4, which is induced by Pho4 during P₁ starvation, was found to suppress defects in both pho80Δ-dependent growth and vacuolar morphology (52). Phm3, together with Phm1/Vtc2, Phm2/Vtc3, and Phm4/Vtc1, are components of a biochemical complex that localizes to the vacuolar membrane and is thought to be responsible for a variety of cellular functions, including the synthesis of polyP (23, 110). PolyP is an extremely ubiquitous P₁ polymer found in all organisms studied to date. It consists of tens to hundreds of P₁ residues, linked by
high-energy phosphoanhydride bonds (66). In *S. cerevisiae*, the major form of cellular P, is polyP, of which about 99% is stored in the vacuole.

The primary role of polyP seems to be that of a Pi reserve (66, 103). Due to its highly negative charge, other roles such as metal chelation have been proposed, but remain unproven (66). Phm3 and Phm4 are the only members of the PHM/VTC complex essential for its stability and loss of either protein results in the complete loss of cellular polyP. Surprisingly, *phm3Δ* and *phm4Δ* strains have no discernable growth phenotypes, suggesting that polyP is not an essential molecule under laboratory conditions. Phm1 and Phm2 most likely share redundant roles as strains singly deleted for *PHM1* and *PHM2* maintain integrity of the PHM complex and wild-type levels of polyP (23, 110). Similar to strains lacking *PHM3* or *PHM4*, *phm1Δ phm2Δ* double mutants have no detectable polyP or PHM complex (96, 110). Both Phm3 and Phm4 have been shown to co-immunoprecipitate with the V-ATPase component, Vph1 (97), which is also important for the synthesis of polyP (110). Originally isolated as vacuolar transport chaperones (VTC), *PHM1-4* were thought to stabilize or modulate the activity of the V-ATPase as the loss of either *PHM3* or *PHM4* result in reduced vacuolar acidification (23). It remains unclear what the exact relationships are between the V-ATPase and the PHM complex.

The finding that loss of *PHM3* suppresses *pho80Δ*-dependent growth defects suggests a relationship between stress susceptibility and polyP. Here we focus on better understanding the factors, especially those related to polyP synthesis, responsible for *pho80Δ*-dependent stress susceptibilities and the closely related vacuolar morphology
defects. We have found that constitutive activation of the PHM complex in a \textit{pho80}\Delta strain, results in hyperaccumulation of polyP, thereby dramatically increasing vacuolar size and acidification of the vacuolar lumen. Our results suggest that severe overacidification of the vacuole is a primary factor in stress susceptibility and emphasizes the importance of pH homeostasis.

\textbf{Materials and methods}

\textbf{Yeast strains and media.} All \textit{S. cerevisiae} strains used were derived from the BY4743 background and share the following genotype, \textit{MATa} leu2\Delta0 lys2\Delta0 ura3\Delta0 pho3\Delta::R, where R is a \textit{Zygosaccharomyces rouxii} recombinase site that remains after intramolecular recombination. The strains and their relevant genotypes are DNY1061 (wild-type \textit{MATa} bar1\Delta::R), DNY974 (\textit{MATa} pho80\Delta::kanMX4), CCY1705 (\textit{MATa} \textit{PHO4}SA1234PA6), DNY1660 (\textit{MATa} pho80\Delta::kanMX4 pho2\Delta::kanMX4), DNY2764 (\textit{MATa} pho80\Delta::kanMX4 phm3\Delta::kanMX4 bar1\Delta::R-URA3-R), DNY2766 (\textit{MATa} \textit{pho80}\Delta::kanMX4 phm4\Delta::kanMX4 bar1\Delta::R-URA3-R), DNY2955 (\textit{MATa} vma5\Delta::URA3), DNY2958 (\textit{MATa} vma5\Delta::URA3 pho80\Delta::kanMX4). To test for polyP in the W303 strain background, we used DNY1048 (wild-type; \textit{MATa} ade2-1 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1 can1-100) and DNY1062 (\textit{MATa} ade2-1 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1 can1-100 pho80\Delta::HIS3). YPD plates containing 2\% agar and liquid cultures consisted of 10 g/l yeast extract (Difco), 20 g/l peptone (Difco) and 2\% glucose. Synthetic P\textsubscript{i}-free medium contained 0.7 g yeast nitrogen base (YNB) without (NH\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}, phosphate, or amino acids (Bio101), 2 g glutamine, 20 g glucose, 3.9 g MES
(2-N-morpholino ethanesulfonic acid, pH 5.5) and 0.74 g complete synthetic medium lacking histidine, per liter. The Pι concentration was brought to either 10 µM or 13.4 mM by the addition of KH2PO4. As indicated, plates and liquid cultures were supplemented with 2 M sorbitol.

**Growth assays.** For growth assays on plates, all strains were grown overnight in YPD (10 ml cultures) at 30°C. Cultures were diluted with fresh YPD to an OD_{600} = 0.2, and then diluted with dH2O to make a 10-fold serial dilution series (from undiluted to 1:1000). An aliquot (10 µl) of each dilution was spotted on plates and incubated at 30°C for 3 days (YPD and YPD + 2 M sorbitol) or 4-5 days (synthetic medium). For growth rate assays, cells were grown overnight at 30°C in synthetic medium (10 ml cultures) supplemented with 13.4 mM Pi. Cells were diluted to an OD_{600} = 0.2 in synthetic medium supplemented with either 10 µM or 13.4 mM Pi, with or without 2 M sorbitol. Cells were grown at 30°C and optical densities were recorded every 5-10 hr.

**PolyP analysis, quinacrine staining, and FM4-64 staining.** PolyP was isolated and analyzed as previously described (103). For quinacrine staining, strains were grown overnight in synthetic medium supplemented with either 13.4 mM or 10 µM Pi as indicated. Five hundred microliters of logarithmic phase cultures were resuspended in synthetic medium containing 100 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 200 µM quinacrine and incubated for 10 min at 30°C. Cells were then washed twice in 1 ml viewing solution (100 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 2% glucose) and resuspended in 500 µl. Ten microliters of cells were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy using a Zeiss Axiophot light microscope and filter set 16 with maximum excitation at 485 nm. Pictures were taken
with a Hamamatsu C5810-01 CCD camera. For FM4-64 staining, cells were grown overnight in synthetic medium supplemented with 13.4 mM KH$_2$PO$_4$. Mid-logarithmic phase cells (500 µl) were incubated with 12 µg FM4-64 and incubated at 30°C for 60 min. Cells were washed twice and resuspended in 1 ml synthetic medium supplemented with 13.4 mM Pi and grown for one additional hour at 30°C. Ten microliters of cells were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy as described for quinacrine-stained cells.

**Results**

**Constitutive activation of PHO genes elevates polyP levels and reduces growth on sorbitol.** *pho80Δ* strains exhibit severe vacuolar morphology defects, and in turn, are highly susceptible to a variety of stressors. Since stress susceptibility and vacuolar defects are suppressed by a secondary deletion of *PHM3* (40), we hypothesized a potential connection to polyP synthesis. As Pho80 negatively controls PHO gene expression, including that of *PHM1-4*, we anticipated that loss of *PHO80* would lead to constitutive PHM complex expression and increased polyP accumulation (110). To test this, we grew wild-type and *pho80Δ* strains overnight in rich medium (YPD) and then shifted the cells to fresh YPD, in which they were grown for 6 hr. PolyP was isolated and analyzed by the addition of the basic dye toluidine blue, which undergoes a metachromatic shift from 630 nm to 530 nm upon interacting with polyP (21). The metachromatic shift is directly proportional to the amount of polyP and thus provides an excellent measure of polyP in a given culture (21). As anticipated, strains lacking
$PHO80$ had polyP levels approximately 5-fold higher than those of wild-type strains (Table 4-1). These results are highly reproducible but are in contrast to a previous report that a $pho80\Delta$ strain has undetectable levels of polyP (110). To rule out a potential difference due to strain background, we determined that, like our S288C-derived

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strains</th>
<th>PolyP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT (BY4743)</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pho80\Delta$ (BY4743)</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT (W303)</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pho80\Delta$ (W303)</td>
<td>2 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PHO4^c$ (BY4743)</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pho80\Delta$ $pho2\Delta$ (BY4743)</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pho80\Delta$ $phm3\Delta$ (BY4743)</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pho80\Delta$ $phm4\Delta$ (BY4743)</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND, not detectable
(N = 3, mean ± 1SD)

$pho80\Delta$ strains, a $pho80\Delta$ strain in the W303 background also accumulates more polyP (Table 4-1). We also verified that these strains had the classic $pho80\Delta$ phenotype, overexpression of repressible acid phosphatases (data not shown). In addition, previous evidence shows that strains lacking $PHO85$ have approximately 4-fold more polyP than wild-type strains (87). We conclude that deletion of $PHO80$ leads to elevated polyP accumulation.
Similar to *pho85Δ* or *pho80Δ* strains, a strain carrying a constitutive *PHO4* allele (*PHO4c*), lacking all *PHO85*-specific kinase sites (64), exhibits activated transcription of *PHM1-4* and other P₇-responsive genes (110). We hypothesized that like *pho80Δ* strains, *PHO4c* strains should have elevated levels of polyP. This is the case as polyP levels of *PHO4c* strains are elevated by approximately 5-fold (Table 4-1).

If a relationship exists between elevated polyP and osmotic stress susceptibility, then *PHO4c* strains should, like *pho80Δ* strains, show reduced growth on high-sorbitol medium. To test this, we grew wild-type, *pho80Δ*, and *PHO4c* strains in YPD to mid-log phase and spotted them on YPD or YPD + 2 M sorbitol plates. As previously observed (52), wild-type cells are affected minimally by the osmotic stress, whereas a *pho80Δ* strain has a severe growth defect (Fig. 4-1). *PHO4c* strains were likewise sensitive to high-sorbitol medium, albeit slightly less than a *pho80Δ* strain.

![FIG. 4-1. Constitutive activation of the PHO pathway causes susceptibility to osmotic stress. Wild-type (WT), *pho80Δ*, and *PHO4c* strains were grown to an OD₆₀₀ = 0.2 and plated as a 10-fold serial dilution series on either YPD (left panel) or YPD + 2 M sorbitol (right panel). Plates were incubated for 4 days at 30°C. Data shown are representative of three independent experiments.](image)
Osmotic hypersensitivity of \textit{pho80Δ} strains is suppressed by loss of \textit{PHO2, PHM3,} and \textit{PHM4}. Deletion of \textit{PHO4} was shown to suppress \textit{pho80Δ}-dependent growth defects in response to toxins, suggesting that constitutive expression of a downstream target is responsible for stress sensitivity (52). While all downstream targets of the PHO pathway are dependent on Pho4 for transcription, not all targets require the homeodomain protein Pho2 (98). We therefore determined if deletion of \textit{PHO2} similarly suppresses \textit{pho80Δ} phenotypes, thereby further elucidating effectors of \textit{pho80Δ} stress susceptibility. Wild-type, \textit{pho80Δ}, and \textit{pho80Δ pho2Δ} strains were grown overnight in YPD and spotted on YPD and YPD + 2M sorbitol plates. The additional deletion of \textit{PHO2} almost entirely suppressed the susceptibility to sorbitol of \textit{pho80Δ} strains (Fig. 4-2A). When assayed, polyP levels of \textit{pho80Δ pho2Δ} strains were similar to those of wild-type strains (Table 4-1), further correlating increased polyP levels with reduced growth under osmotic stress conditions.

Like deletions of \textit{PHO4} and \textit{PHO2}, secondary deletions of \textit{PHM3} suppressed the growth phenotypes of \textit{pho80Δ} strains (52). \textit{PHM3} is thought to code for a putative polyP synthase component. We therefore wanted to test the ability of a deletion in \textit{PHM4}, the only gene other than \textit{PHM3} essential for polyP synthesis (103, 110), to suppress \textit{pho80Δ} toxicity phenotypes. This would confirm the correlation between polyP synthesis and stress susceptibility. As above, wild-type, \textit{pho80Δ}, \textit{pho80Δ phm3Δ}, and \textit{pho80Δ phm4Δ} strains were spotted on YPD and YPD + 2M sorbitol medium and
FIG. 4-2. Suppression of \textit{pho80}\Delta growth defects by deletion of \textit{PHO2}, \textit{PHM3}, and \textit{PHM4}. (A) Wild-type (\textit{WT}), \textit{pho80}\Delta, and \textit{pho80}\Delta \textit{pho2}\Delta strains were grown to an \textit{OD}_{600} of 0.2 and plated as a 10-fold serial dilution series on either YPD (left) or YPD + 2 M sorbitol (right). Plates were grown for 4 days at 30\textdegree C. (B) Wild-type, \textit{pho80}\Delta, \textit{pho80}\Delta \textit{phm3}\Delta, and \textit{pho80}\Delta \textit{phm4}\Delta strains were grown and plated as in A. Data shown are representative of three independent experiments.

grown for 3 days at 30\textdegree C. As previously shown (52), growth of wild-type and \textit{pho80}\Delta \textit{phm3}\Delta strains was indistinguishable under both stress and non-stress conditions (Fig. 4-2B). Deletion of \textit{PHM4}, the other gene required for PHM complex integrity, similarly suppressed the stress sensitivity of a \textit{pho80}\Delta strain (Fig. 4-2B). In accordance with these results, polyP levels were undetectable in either \textit{pho80}\Delta \textit{phm3}\Delta or \textit{pho80}\Delta \textit{phm4}\Delta strains, further establishing a relationship between polyP hyperaccumulation, stress susceptibility, and Pho4/Pho2-dependent expression of the PHM complex.
Furthermore, since the exact functions of Phm1-4 have been disputed (96), these results support a genuine role for the PHM complex in polyP synthesis.

**Low inorganic phosphate restores growth on sorbitol.** Thus far, our efforts have shown that the susceptibility of pho80Δ strains to osmotic stress can be efficiently suppressed by deletion of genes important for polyP synthesis. Unfortunately, this approach risks possible pleiotropic and unintended side effects as genes can impact a variety of cellular functions (72). If polyP hyperaccumulation is responsible for the growth defect of pho80Δ strains on sorbitol, reducing the amount of cellular polyP by Pi starvation (103, 110) should restore growth. As in YPD (Fig. 4-1), wild-type and pho80Δ strains grew similarly in high and low Pi medium in the absence of osmotic stress (Fig. 4-3A). When 2 M sorbitol was added to high-Pi plates, pho80Δ strains are severely defective for growth (Fig. 4-3A). However, when sorbitol was added to low-Pi plates, no significant difference in growth was observed (Fig. 4-3A), thereby establishing cellular Pi as a contributor to pho80Δ-dependent stress susceptibility.

We also determined the effects of Pi concentration and osmotic stress on growth rate. Wild-type and pho80Δ strains were grown overnight in high-Pi liquid medium to mid-log phase, and subsequently both cultures were shifted to either high- or low-Pi defined medium, with or without 2 M sorbitol, and optical densities were monitored over time. No significant differences in growth rate were observed between pho80Δ and wild-type strains in either high- or low-Pi medium, despite the ~1000-fold difference in
FIG. 4-3. Suppression of \textit{pho80}\textDelta growth defects by growth on low-P\textsubscript{i} medium. (A) Wild-type (\textit{WT}) and \textit{pho80}\textDelta strains were grown to an O.D.\textsubscript{600} of 0.2 and plated as a 10-fold serial dilution series on synthetic media plates containing either 13.4 mM (high) or 10 \textmu{}M (low) P\textsubscript{i} with or without 2 M sorbitol. Plates were incubated for 4 days at 30\degree C. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments. (B) Growth of wild-type (\textit{WT}) and \textit{pho80}\textDelta strains in synthetic medium containing either 13.4 mM (high) or 10 \textmu{}M (low) P\textsubscript{i} with or without 2 M sorbitol. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments.

P\textsubscript{i} concentration (Fig. 4-3B). In contrast, the addition of sorbitol significantly reduced the ability of the \textit{pho80}\textDelta but not the wild-type strain to grow in high-P\textsubscript{i} medium (Fig. 4-3B). When \textit{pho80}\textDelta strains were shifted to sorbitol medium containing low levels of P\textsubscript{i}, initial growth was extremely slow (Fig. 4-3B, 0-10 hr). Surprisingly, after approximately 10 hr growth in low-P\textsubscript{i} sorbitol medium, the growth rate of \textit{pho80}\textDelta strains increased and within 20 hr achieved optical densities similar to the wild-type strain. For approximately
4-5 hr after being shifted to sorbitol containing medium, wild-type and *pho80Δ* strains appear to be decreasing in optical density irrespective of P\textsubscript{i} concentration. We attribute this to a cell shrinkage phenomenon previously observed in cells exposed to osmotic shock, in which their vacuole shrinks by as much as 45% (157).

### TABLE 4-2. PolyP levels of wild-type and *pho80Δ* strains grown under various P\textsubscript{i} concentrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>[P\textsubscript{i}]</th>
<th>PolyP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>WT</em></td>
<td>13 mM</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>WT</em></td>
<td>10 µM</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pho80Δ</em></td>
<td>13 mM</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pho80Δ</em></td>
<td>10 µM</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND, not detectable  
(N = 3, mean ± 1SD)

PolyP was isolated from wild-type and *pho80Δ* strains grown in both high- and low-P\textsubscript{i} medium and quantitatively analyzed using the toluidine blue metachromatic shift assay. As we showed previously (103), wild-type strains grown in high-P\textsubscript{i} medium had approximately 2-fold higher polyP levels than those grown in YPD (compare Table 4-2 to Table 4-1). Similarly, *pho80Δ* strains had 20% higher polyP levels when grown in excess P\textsubscript{i} than in YPD and were still elevated from wild-type levels (compare Table 4-2 to Table 4-1). When both wild-type and *pho80Δ* strains were grown in 10 µM P\textsubscript{i}, no polyP was detected (Table 4-2). Since cellular P\textsubscript{i} needs are met prior to synthesizing
polyP reserves (103), it is likely that under extremely limiting $P_i$ conditions, $P_i$ demand exceeds $P_i$ supply, thereby leaving little or no $P_i$ to be assimilated into polyP. We propose that preexisting polyP levels must be depleted before $P_i$ limitation can suppress the osmotic sensitivity of $\text{pho}80\Delta$ strains (29, 86).

**PolyP hyperaccumulation results in overacidified vacuoles.** Past work has shown that polyP synthesis is tightly linked to the vacuole, the V-ATPase, and the vacuolar proton-motive force (96, 110), though it is unclear what exact role proton transport plays in polyP synthesis. Since loss of $\text{PHM3}$ or $\text{PHM4}$ is thought to decrease vacuolar acidity (104), it is possible that components important for polyP synthesis, potentially those interacting with the V-ATPase, stimulate proton transport. If polyP synthesis is coupled to the resulting proton gradient (110), stimulation of the V-ATPase would generate a more favorable environment for polyP synthesis. Furthermore, it is possible that misregulation of these components, as in a $\text{pho}80\Delta$ strain, could alter vacuolar pH and render the cell susceptible to stress.

To determine if vacuolar acidification is altered in $\text{pho}80\Delta$ strains, we stained cells from logarithmically growing yeast cultures with either quinacrine or FM4-64. Quinacrine passively diffuses into the vacuolar lumen and fluoresces under acidic conditions, allowing for an estimate of vacuolar pH. FM4-64, on the other hand, fluoresces after intercalating into the vacuolar membrane irrespective of vacuolar pH and enables one to monitor vacuolar size and shape. Wild-type cells revealed multiple, relatively small globular vacuoles (Fig. 4-4A) when stained with FM4-64, which exhibited only moderate fluorescence after quinacrine staining (Fig. 4-4B). As
previously demonstrated (52, 107), pho80Δ strains stained with FM4-64 possess one extremely large vacuole that occupies most of the cell volume (Fig. 4-4A). Intriguingly, quinacrine staining of pho80Δ cells revealed a highly fluorescent vacuole, suggesting that pho80Δ vacuoles are not only much larger than wild-type vacuoles but are also much more acidic. A deletion in PHO2, which suppresses both elevated polyP levels and the osmotic stress susceptibility of pho80Δ strains (Fig. 4-2A and Table 4-1), also reestablishes wild-type vacuolar acidification and size (Fig. 4-4A). This provides strong evidence that polyP synthesis or an overaccumulation of polyanions results in vacuolar defects. This is supported further as a pho80Δ strain with a deletion of PHM3, which suppresses polyP-dependent growth defects on sorbitol (Fig. 4-2B and Table 4-1), also has a wild-type vacuolar morphology (Fig. 4-4A, B). Interestingly, pho80Δ phm3Δ strains seem to lack detectable vacuolar acidification (Fig. 4-4B), supporting previous data suggesting that wild-type acidification is at least partly dependent on the PHM complex (104).

We also determined if limiting external P$_i$ would suppress the overacidification of pho80Δ vacuoles. Wild-type and pho80Δ strains were grown overnight in medium containing either 13.4 mM or 10 µM P$_i$ to mid-log phase and stained with quinacrine. As in Figure 4-4B, wild-type cells had mildly acidified vacuoles under both high- and low-P$_i$ conditions (Fig. 4-5), while pho80Δ strains had highly acidic vacuoles in high-P$_i$ medium (Fig. 4-5). Moreover, pho80Δ strains grown in low-P$_i$ medium had small, mildly acidified vacuoles almost indistinguishable from wild-type strains (Fig. 4-5), confirming that the vacuolar acidification defect is linked to polyP synthesis.
FIG. 4-4. Vacuolar defects of \textit{pho80}Δ strains are suppressed by deletion of \textit{PHO2} and \textit{PHM3}. (A) Vacuolar morphology. Wild-type (WT), \textit{pho80}Δ, \textit{pho80}Δ \textit{pho2}Δ, and \textit{pho80}Δ \textit{phm3}Δ strains were grown to mid-log phase in synthetic medium. Cells (250 µl) were stained with FM4-64 for 1 hr at 25°C, washed, resuspended in fresh medium, and grown for an additional 2 hr at 25°C. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments. (B) Vacuolar acidification. Cells (500 µl) were stained with 200 µM quinacrine for 10 min at 30°C, washed, and resuspended in 100 mM HEPES + 2% glucose solution. In both A and B, cells were viewed with differential interference contrast (DIC) optics (panels on left) for observation of normal cell morphology and by fluorescence microscopy (panels on right) for observation of vacuolar staining with FM4-64 or quinacrine. Data shown are representative of four independent experiments.

\textbf{Hyperacidification of \textit{pho80}Δ vacuoles occurs through the V-ATPase.} The PHM complex has been suggested to be involved in regulating the localization of Pma1, the plasma membrane H⁺-translocating ATPase (P-ATPase), as \textit{phm4}Δ cells nominally mislocalize Pma1 from the plasma membrane to the vacuole (23). However, it remains
unclear if vacuolar targeting of Pma1 in *phm4Δ* strains serves the purpose of degradation or if Pma1 forms a functional ATPase in the vacuolar membrane and aids in vacuolar acidification. Nonetheless, if the PHM complex is a true regulator of Pma1 targeting, it is plausible that overexpression of the complex could misdirect Pma1 to the vacuole and result in hyperacidification. Therefore, to determine if overacidification of the vacuole is dependent on mislocalization of Pma1 or is occurring via the V-ATPase, we assayed vacuolar acidity by quinacrine fluorescence in strains lacking Vma5, an essential component of the V-ATPase. Strains deleted for *VMA5* are almost entirely deficient in vacuolar acidification and thus have no quinacrine-based fluorescence (Fig. 4-6) (27). *pho80Δ vma5Δ* strains also show no detectable vacuolar acidification (Fig. 4-6), demonstrating that *pho80Δ*-dependent vacuolar hyperacidification is primarily dependent on the V-ATPase and does not result from Pma1 mislocalization.
FIG. 4-5. Vacuolar defects of *pho80Δ* strains are suppressed by growth on low-P$_\text{i}$ medium. (A) Wild-type (*WT*) and *pho80Δ* strains were grown to mid-log phase in either 13 mM or 10 μM P$_\text{i}$ medium. Cells were stained with quinacrine as in Fig. 4-4. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments.
Discussion

Here we have shown that yeast strains lacking the Pho85-specific cyclin *PHO80*, have increased levels of polyP and are highly susceptible to osmotic stress (Fig. 4-1 and Table 4-1). We find that a constitutively active *PHO4* allele, which similarly derepresses the PHO pathway, also results in both increased levels of polyP and susceptibility to 2 M sorbitol (Table 4-1 and Fig. 4-1). Furthermore, our data show that both the increased levels of polyP as well as the stress susceptibility of *pho80Δ* strains are suppressed by secondary mutations in the transcriptional activator *PHO2* (Table 4-1 and Fig. 4-2A), as well as the putative polyP synthase components *PHM3* and *PHM4* (Table 4-1 and Fig. 4-2B). These results link stress susceptibility in *pho80Δ* strains to increased polyP synthesis. This correlation is further supported as growth of *pho80Δ* strains under conditions of high osmolarity is fully restored when extracellular P$_i$ is limited (Fig. 4-3), resulting in non-detectable levels of polyP (Table 4-2).

To understand better the mechanism of how polyP hyperaccumulation contributes to stress susceptibility, we explored the effect of *PHO80* deletions on vacuolar homeostasis. FM4-64 and quinacrine staining of *pho80Δ* strains reveals extremely large and highly acidic vacuoles (Fig 4-4). Both the increased size and overacidification of *pho80Δ* vacuoles is suppressed by secondary deletions in *PMH3* (Fig. 4-4) (40), *PHO2* (Fig. 4-4), and *VMA5* (Fig. 4-6) as well as growth on low-P$_i$ medium (Fig. 4-5), supporting our hypothesis that increased polyP synthesis results in vacuolar overacidification through the V-ATPase.
Our results begin to shed light on how polyP is synthesized in *S. cerevisiae* and show that maintaining proper regulation of its synthesis is critical to avoid susceptibility to stress. Primary regulation of polyP, at least in budding yeast, seems to occur through the transcriptional control of *PHM1-4* (110) as loss of *PHO80* results in the constitutive activation of these genes and elevates polyP levels (Table 4-1).

Our finding of polyP hyperaccumulation in *pho80Δ* cells differs from that of published literature (110). However, our finding is supported by the similarly high polyP levels that are present in two different strain backgrounds as well as when a
PHO4\textsuperscript{c} allele is expressed. A likely explanation for the different results is that the vulnerability of pho80\Delta cells to various stresses may lead to a high rate of secondary mutations, especially in PHM genes, which would suppress growth defects and eliminate polyP accumulation.

Our studies confirm the finding that pho80\Delta cells have reduced ability to grow on high levels of sorbitol (Fig. 4-1) and CaCl\textsubscript{2} (data not shown) (52) and have extended this further to strains carrying a constitutive PHO4 allele (Fig. 4-1). Our data thus add further support to the hypothesis that the growth phenotypes of pho80\Delta strains are caused by the overexpression of Pho4-dependent genes and not through pleiotropic effects of PHO80 deletion. We have also confirmed that the reduced growth of pho80\Delta stains under various stress conditions is suppressed by the deletion of PHM3 (52), and now include PHM4 and the homeodomain protein PHO2. These results show that pho80\Delta-dependent stress sensitivities do not result from overexpression of PHM3 alone as previously suggested (52), but rather from the overexpression of the entire PHM complex. In support of this, overexpression of PHM3 alone from a galactose-inducible promoter does not cause reduced growth on sorbitol- or CaCl\textsubscript{2}-containing medium (data not shown).

Secondary deletions in PHO2 suppress the growth phenotype of pho80\Delta strains on sorbitol (Fig. 4-2A) and reduce polyP levels to that of wild-type strains (Table 4-1), suggesting that Pho2 is an important transcriptional activator of PHM1-4. It is important to note that, despite the loss of a primary transcriptional activator, polyP levels in pho80\Delta pho2\Delta strains were not reduced to undetectable levels as is the case for
pho80Δ phm3Δ or pho80Δ phm4Δ strains (Table 4-1), but were similar to those of wild-type strains. Several possibilities exist to explain this finding. First, a PHM-independent mechanism could exist to synthesize polyP, relegating PHM1-4 to generate polyP only upon Pi starvation. This explanation seems unlikely, as deletions of PHM3 or PHM4 result in the complete loss of polyP. A more plausible explanation is that PHM1-4 are expressed at high basal levels and are induced further upon Pi starvation through Pho4 and Pho2.

Early work showed that vac5-1 strains, carrying a partially truncated version of PHO80, had severe vacuolar inheritance defects. These phenotypes were found to result from the overproduction of a small molecule, detectable in pho80Δ but not in wild-type cells (106). This molecule, between 0.7-3.0 kDa in size, while never identified, was shown not to be a nucleic acid or a polypeptide. We speculate that this unidentified molecule is polyP. Utilizing 0.7 and 3.0 kDa as limits, we propose that the inhibitory molecule could be a polyP chain between 17-75 residues in length. This is not surprising as the average length of a polyP molecule in yeast is ~60 residues in length (92). Our hypothesis is supported by findings that suggest high polyP concentrations inhibit HIV infection of Molt-3 cells, possibly by preventing the docking of the virus, and the subsequent membrane fusion event (79). Similarly, polyP chains also efficiently inhibit the interaction of the bovine assembly protein AP-2 with pre-formed clathrin cages (58), that are essential for endocytosis, which is also defective in pho80Δ cells. Nicolson et al. (106) predict that the inhibitory molecule is an important contributor to membrane fusion under wild-type levels and only its overproduction inhibits the fusion
process. This prediction is provocative as recent data has shown that deletions of *PHM3* and *PHM4*, eliminating polyP, result in ~90% reduction of *in vitro* vacuolar fusion (96). While the exact functions of Phm1-4 and polyP in vacuolar fusion are unclear, it is thought that they mediate an interaction between Sec18 and the V-ATPase (9) or the v-SNARE Nyv1 (96). Whatever their functions, current data support a role for polyP and the PHM complex as integral components of the fusion machinery.

Constitutive expression of the PHM complex in *pho80Δ* strains results in significant vacuolar defects (Fig. 4-4). Our results indicate that these defects result from the increased synthesis of polyP, possibly in response to the heightened activation of the V-ATPase through Phm3 and Phm4, as no detectable acidification is seen in *phm3Δ* cells (Fig. 4-7). Increased activation of the V-ATPase is likely the primary cause for hyperacidification of the vacuole (Fig. 4-4). Since it has been well documented that the loss of vacuolar acidification has significant effects on stress survival, we suggest that vacuolar hyperacidification is equally likely to cause stress susceptibilities (Fig. 4-7). It is possible that the vacuolar fusion and inheritance defects seen in *pho80Δ* strains also result from vacuolar hyperacidification. We propose that maintaining pH homeostasis in the vacuole is critically important to a myriad of cellular functions required for detoxification, including autophagy, endocytosis, and vacuolar-ion transport.
FIG. 4-7. Association of the V-ATPase with the PHM complex. Schematic representation of the interactions between the V-ATPase and the PHM complex. Phm3 and Phm4 interact with Vph1 and potentially modulate V-ATPase activate thereby creating a favorable environment for polyP synthesis as an acidified vacuole is essential for polyP synthesis.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Our work has shown that mitotic induction of PHO5 is dependent on the transcriptional activators Pho4 and Pho2 as well as the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor Pho81 (Fig. 2-1). The activation is also dependent on the chromatin remodeling enzymes Gcn5 and Snf2 (Fig. 2-2) and responds to the cell cycle-dependent fluctuations of ortho- and polyphosphate. The addition of P_i to YPD completely represses the mitotic induction (Fig. 2-3), suggesting that YPD is limiting for orthophosphate. Deletions of PHM3 or PHM4, required for polyP synthesis, led to increases in mitotic PHO5 induction, suggesting the mitotic induction was responding to polyP levels (Fig. 2-5, 2-8). In synchronized cultures, we found that polyP cycles in a cell cycle-dependent manner. Yeast cells are rich in polyP in early G1, but levels decrease quickly as cells enter S phase to provide needed P_i for DNA replication (Fig. 2-7, 5-1). When polyP levels reach a low point during mitosis, induction of PHO5 and other P_i-responsive genes occurs, allowing for polyP to be replenished (Fig. 5-1). These results have defined polyP fluctuation as an effector of for mitotic PHO5 induction.

The replenishment of polyP is so important to the cell that it has devised a support system, that assures maximum PHO5 induction during each cell cycle. Binding sites for the transcriptional activators Mcm1 and SFF are found in the promoters of PHO5 as well as three other mitotically-induced acid phosphatases, PHO3, PHO11, and PHO12 (Fig. 3-1). Partial loss-of-function alleles of MCM1 revealed that the factor contributes as much as 50% to the mitotic activation of PHO5 (Fig. 3-2A). Since SFF is
FIG. 5-1. Cell cycle-dependent regulation of polyphosphate. (A) PolyP levels fluctuate in a cell cycle-dependent manner. In G1, high polyP levels cause repression of PHO5. During S phase, polyP is depleted for DNA replication and bud synthesis. During G2, low levels of polyP induce expression of PHO5. In mitosis, Pho5 scavenges P_i from P_i esters in the media, thereby allowing for replenishment of polyP. (B) Mitotic expression of PHO5. Pho4 and Pho2 bind to the PHO5 promoter and recruit SAGA and SNF/SWI. Mcm1 and Fkh1 associate with the PHO5 promoter and aid in transcription. A potential interaction between Pho4/Pho2 and Mcm1/Fkh1 is shown.
defined by either Fkh1 or Fkh2, we assayed the ability of \( fkh1\Delta, fkh2\Delta, \) and \( fkh1\Delta fkh2\Delta \) strains to activate \( PHO5 \) during mitosis. Surprisingly, loss of Fkh2, the dominant binding partner of Mcm1, has no effect on \( PHO5 \) activation, while Fkh1 loss reduces \( PHO5 \) activation by 30% (Fig. 3-2C). A double deletion of both \( FKH \) genes results in a 40% loss of activation. Mutations in the Mcm1 and SFF binding sites revealed that the contribution of Mcm1 to the mitotic induction is slightly higher than that of SFF. Furthermore, mutations in both binding sites results in 60% reduced \( PHO5 \) activation, similar to mutations in the Mcm1 binding site alone (Fig. 3-3B). Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments revealed that while Mcm1 binding can not be detected in YPD or high-Pi medium, Mcm1 binds readily to the \( PHO5 \) promoter during Pi starvation in a Pho4- and Pho2-dependent manner (Fig. 3-5, 3-6).

Finally, we have elucidated the importance of regulating polyP synthesis. Loss of the Pho85-specific cyclin Pho80, or expression of a constitutively active \( PHO4 \) allele results in the constitutive expression of Pi-responsive genes, including \( PHM1-4 \). The uncontrolled expression of these polyP synthases elevates polyP levels by 5-fold (Table 4-1) and results in severe growth defects under stress conditions (Fig. 4-1). Growth defects on osmotically-stressing medium is suppressed by secondary deletions in \( PHO2, PHM3, \) and \( PHM4 \), which all restore polyP levels to or below wild-type levels (Fig. 4-2). Furthermore, growing \( pho80\Delta \) strains on medium containing only 10 µM Pi completely restores wild-type growth even in the presence of osmotic stress (Fig. 4-3). When assayed, no polyP was detected in \( pho80\Delta \) strains grown under Pi-limiting conditions (Table 4-2). To understand better the cause of \( pho80\Delta \)-dependent growth defects, we
assayed vacuolar morphology by staining with FM4-64 and quinacrine. FM4-64 staining revealed that \textit{pho80Δ} strains have extremely large vacuoles that occupy most of the cell, while quinacrine staining revealed that these vacuoles are highly overacidified (Fig. 4-4). Both increased size and acidity are suppressed by secondary deletions in \textit{PHO2} and \textit{PHM3} as well as growth on low-Pi medium (Fig. 4-5), supporting the interpretation that polyP synthesis is directly responsible for causing both defects.

Since little is known about polyP in eukaryotes it is difficult to compare our findings in \textit{S. cerevisiae} to other systems. However, our results suggest significantly different functions for polyP in \textit{S. cerevisiae} versus bacteria. As discussed earlier (Chapter 1), in prokaryotes, polyP is important for stress survival. Ppk1 and polyP are important for the expression of \textit{rpoS} and the induction of stress-responsive genes (66). Our experiments suggest that polyP serves no such function in \textit{S. cerevisiae}. For example, in \textit{E. coli}, polyP is required for surviving osmotic shock, as \textit{ppk1–} strains are almost 100-fold more sensitive than wild-type strains (66). In our system, strains deleted for \textit{PHM3} or \textit{PHM4}, which lack polyP, show no significant susceptibility to osmotic shock (Fig. 4-2). In prokaryotes, long-chain polyphosphates accumulate in response to osmotic stress (66), presumably serving as a signaling molecule. In budding yeast, large amounts of polyP increase susceptibility to osmotic stress (Fig. 4-1). Furthermore, polyP is especially important in \textit{E. coli} stationary phase (66). Inhibition of the \textit{E. coli} exopolyphosphatase during stationary phase leads to large increases in polyP (66). These large increases are important as only 7% of strains lacking polyP survive in stationary phase. Contrary to this, \textit{S. cerevisiae} strains lacking the exo- and
endopolyphosphatase accumulate high levels of polyphosphates and lose viability rapidly upon entering stationary phase (137).

*Lactobacillus plantarum* lacks a superoxide dismutase, a ubiquitous enzyme required for detoxification of oxidative metals. Instead, it utilizes high concentrations of polyP to bind and sequester oxidative metals. Our findings suggest that polyP is also not required for this function in yeast, as *phm3Δ* and *phm4Δ* strains are not susceptible to high levels of Cu\(^{2+}\) (data not shown). Our results suggest that in yeast, polyP does not have the same signaling functions as it has in prokaryotes. Its likely that novel mechanism exist in eukaryotes to perform the functions that polyP performs in prokaryotes, relegating polyP in yeast to the role of a phosphate reserve.

Our work on polyP and the mechanisms involved in its regulation will likely have impacts beyond the system of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. The regulation of genes like *PHO5* by cell cycle-dependent fluctuations in nutrients, seemingly independent of the cell cycle machinery, will likely extend to higher eukaryotes. Understanding cell cycle regulation in higher eukaryotes is especially important due to its innate relationship with cancer and apoptosis (2, 29, 49). If genes implicated in cancer were found to be regulated through nutrient fluctuation, it might be possible to influence their expression by varying dietary intake. It has for example been shown that glucose transporters, as well as methionine-regulated genes are up-regulated during certain cancers (5, 36, 151). Efforts have been undertaken to potentially regulate such genes through dietary changes (108).
Furthermore, our findings of polyP-dependent vacuolar defects will likely contribute to a variety of fields. For example, \textit{btn1}Δ strains, deficient in a vacuolar protein of unknown function, like \textit{pho80}Δ strains, have highly overacidified vacuoles (119). Btn1 is a functional homologue of the human \textit{CLN3} protein, which when defective results in Battens disease, a fatal disorder of the nervous system (120). Loss of \textit{CLN3} results in overacidification of the human lysosome (41) and hyperaccumulation of an unknown lysosomal substance (28). Thus, understanding how hyperacidification causes vacuolar and/or lysosomal defects could lead to possible therapies or cures of Battens disease. It is possible that a human polyP synthase will, like the PHM complex in yeast, utilize and affect a proton-motive force, and could therefore also result in acidification defects. Therefore, it is possible that several human diseases will be found to result from the missregulation of polyP metabolism.

Lastly, a basic understanding of polyP and its functions is essential due to its ubiquitous nature in humans. High levels of polyP are found especially in the bone and brain tissues of humans (68). Although it is not known why polyP is more prevalent in these tissues as opposed to others, its abundance suggests important functions. As we have shown, the hyperaccumulation of polyP can cause severe defects in yeast. It will be important to understand how high-abundance polyP tissues properly maintain their polyP levels to avoid hyperaccumulation defects. In addition, the hyperaccumulation of polyP also results in increased susceptibilities to DNA damaging agents (52), thereby increasing the accumulation of cancer-causing mutations.
Additional work studying polyP synthesis needs to be undertaken. Understanding if and how the PHM complex synthesizes polyP will constitute an important advance. An *in vitro* polyP synthesis experiment would be utilized to determine if the PHM complex is in fact a polyP synthase. The individual PHM proteins could be expressed and purified from *E. coli* and then reconstituted into synthetic membrane vesicles. Since a proton-motive force is required for polyP synthesis, it may be difficult to achieve this gradient *in vitro*. Furthermore, since the exact substrate for polyP synthesis is unknown, several possibilities would have to be explored.

While polyP resides in the vacuole, nothing is known about where the polymer is synthesized. Critical experiments will define whether it is synthesized in the cytoplasm and transported to the vacuole, similar to glycogen, or if it is synthesized directly in the vacuole. We envision a microscopic technique to assay polyP localization, utilizing the preferential staining of polyP with toluidine blue. We have engineered *phm3Δ*, strains lacking endogenous polyP, to express *ppk1*, the *E. coli* polyP kinase. Since *ppk1* is localized to the cytoplasm we predict that the resulting polyP would initially be localized to the cytoplasm. To determine if polyP remains in the cytoplasm or if it is transported to the vacuole, polyP localization could potentially be monitored utilizing toluidine blue. The yeast deletion panel could then be screened for genes required for polyP transport. Alternatively, subcellular fractionation could be used to assay the localization of polyP.
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